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Denver, Col., August 20
Showers tonight and Wednesday in the Northern, and fair in
the Southern portion of territory.
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President Small Has Issued His Recent Attitude Declared
to Be Extremely Distasteful to President
Roosevelt.
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Union Changed to New
York and Big Fight
Is On.

Anti-Tru-

Is

Far

Off.

Peace In tne telegraphers' strike
seems farther off than at any time
since the trouble began. Leaders on
both Aides say that not a single move
has been made toward mediation so
far as the Western Union and Postal
companies are concerned. The meeting of the directors of the Associated
Press In New York today Is expected
to show the attitude of its ottlcials
toward the strike. The strikers do
not know whether the officials of the
Associated Press , are willing to at-- .
tempt a settlement or are to hold the
meeting to outline plans lor fighting
them. The strikers seem united, however, on the proposition that neither
the Western Union nor the Postal will
make any overtures for peace for
some time to come. The company
officials say there can 'be only one end
to the
surrender by the union men.
Headquarters Itemoved.
New York, August 20. The local
situation in the telegraphers' strike
has reached a stage calling for the
presence here ot S. J. Small, the na- tlonal president.
He reached New
York today and opened headquarters
in tne Astor house. From now on
the national headquarters of the
strike will be in this city, instead of
In Chicago.
"We have already won the strike,"
said International President
S.
J.
Small in an address to the Federation of Labor, "but it will be neces-- .
sary to tight Sixty or ninety days
longer."
National Secretary Wesley Russell
told the federation that in a week or
ten days the strike would be ended,
as 91 per cent of the commercial
telegraphers of the entire country and
Canada are out.
While the strike officials were sanguine of the outcome of the fight a
fow of the strikers talked about a
conversation
between
President
Clowry and Commissioner of Labor
Nelll shortly after the strike was
called.
strike--uncondltlo-nal

dowry's

Views.

"We had pea.-- for twenty years,"
President Clowry was reported to
have said. "We could hire and discharge whoever we saw fit. We ran
our business to suit ourselves. Then
the union came along. A demand
wages and a
was made fur mor-change In conditions. We gave an
increase In wages and changed conditions. That did not seem to suit
sume of the employes and they
brought about a stampede strike. It
may cost, us from $1,OUO,000 to
to tight the strike, but after It is ended we will have another
twenty years of peace. We could not
afford again to temporize with the
union."
AiM'iil to lit it'll Gould.
Chicago, August 2d. 'Women mem-be- rs
of the telegraphers' union have
prepared a rn miorial of their grievance:; to Helen Could, chief stockholder of the Western Union Telegraph company, ot New York City.
A meeting exclusively for the women
interested, will be called in Chicago
e

e
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MANY LETTERS TO

Reglno Corrillos Meets Violent Mob Attacks Officer Who Shot New Executive Postpones
Trip to Roswell Because of
Two Men Before Rush
Death During Storm at
Work In His Office.
Stopped.
La, Joya.
DRUNKEN ORGIES ARE
SMALL SON BADLY
SECRETARY JAFFA
HURT BUT RECOVERING
BUSY IN CAPITAL
SUDDENLY STOPPED
La Joya, N. M ..August 20. Reglno Corrlllo and his ten year old
daughter were killed and his eight
year old son badly hurt by a bolt of
lightning at Los Ranchos, near here,
about 5 p. m. yesterday. Corlllo and
his little daughter, whom he was
holding by the hand when the shock
came, were badly burned about their
faces, and both died instantly. The
boy was running at his father's side
and he was stunned, recovering consciousness some hours later. He will
survive, though he is painfully burn-

'i.-iul-

'''

ed.

Corillo had started for home as the
storm approached and with his children was hastening as fast as possible
to escape the rain, when suddenly
a bolt of lightning descended, apparently striking him in the head
and passing from his body through
his arm Into the body of his little
daughter.
The bolt then evidently
Jumped to the body of the boy and
all three were thrown to the ground.
Parties, who were passing that
way, picked them up and took them
to Corrillo's home where It was at
once discovered that the man and
little girl were dead. The boy finally
recovered consciousness.
Corrlllo and his family are well
known in this vicinity and the sad
death of the man and his little
daughter are mu'-deplored.

twen-tysev-

.

Striking telegraph oH'iators and l Lets iu flint of the.
of the 1'iwiul nii'ii, following (heir brother In the litieago We-ttthe country.

TWO FATALLY IH UT
IX SALOON RIOT
Leadville, Colo.. August 20. Two

men were perhaps fatally Injured In
a stabbing affray that occurred last
night at strlngtown, three miles from
the city, when eight men became Involved in a llglit in one of the saloons there. Peter Unger and Mark
Cunner were arrested, charged with
the stabbing.
When the sheriff arrived he found
the interior of the saloon a wreck.
The combatants had adjourned to the
outside and were continuing the battle with pieces of the furniture. The
two men stalbed were lying In the
street and no one seemed to be paying any attention to them.
The sheriff summoned a dozen men
who were watching the affair from
a distance and, after considerable
trouble, the not was quelled.
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probably tomorroiv it pass upon the
resolutions drawn l rp. lny are an
tc grant their
appeal to Miss
demands. The women in the union
are particularly anxious to fight the
They
strike to a successful finish.
believe Miss Gould will receive a
committee and favor their petition.
They ask that all the demands be
granted.
Strlkei Breakers ImHrted.
The Western
Union Telegraph
company yesterday Imported thirty-thre- e
strike 'breakers from New York
operators,
City. The
women and six men, arrived
at 6 o'clock. They were accompanied by one of the company's managers. The party was given accommodations at a hotel directly opposite
the offices of the telegraph company,
on Jackson street. After a brief rest
the strike breakers were escorted by
"plain clothes men" from the hotel
to the Western Union building.
Olliee Cloned by Molt.
Grand Junction, Colo., August 20.
At attempt by the Western Union to
open the local telegraph office by
sending W. H. McCall, an operator of
Denver, here as manager failed this
afternoon.
McCall arrived here on D. & R. O.
train No. 2 and having been supplied
with a key to the office by Superintendent Leonard of Denver, immediately opened the place and started
working the wires.
He had not been in the office 10
minutes when a gang of about IS
men and boys rushed upon him, and
made him leave hurriedly.
He ran to the city hall and appealed to Chief of Police O'Neill for protection. Although this was offered
him he declined to go back to the
office.
After he had left the gang secured
huge placards upon which were painted "Scab operator." These were posted on the windows and doors of the
office and a picket kept on the lookout for McCall, but he did not put In
an appearance.
non-uni-

AS

VIVID

AS

LITE

Carnival of Its Own.

London. August 20. Count Bonl
Manager Jay Hubbs, of the terride CaHtellane was publicly rebuffed torial fair association,
returned homo
In the lobby of a fashionable hotel today from Colorado on
the Califorby
George nia limited bringing all kinds
his
of good
Gould.
The Incident furnished sev- news.
He got everything he went

New York, August 20. The Journal of Commerce today published a
story regarding the possible retirement of Attorney General Bonaparte
from the cabinet. It says:
"According to important
Interests
In this city, very close to the adminAttorney
istration, the usefulness of
General Bonaparte as a member of
the president's cabinet has culminated.
It Is not expected that immediate retirement will result, for such
action might be construed as a sign
of weakening in the president's antitrust policy, a construction particularly distasteful to .Roosevelt, since
not the slightest Justification exists
for it, but there is not a question, according to excellent information,
that the president is not only not In
sympathy with the recent Hlppancy
and undignified attitude, and at least
doubtful legal proceedure, displayed
by the attorney general, but he is in
all respects, opposed to them."
Ills Volley Condemned.
policy,"
general's
"The attorney
the paper says, "is understood to be
condemned by all the president's
most trusted advisors," and It adds
that there Is excellent reason to believe some Important changes In the
cabinet would constitute a protest
against the executive endorsement
of Bonaparte's program.
"Root," the paper declares, "has
expressed strong
of It.
criticism
while.- - Assistant Secretary of
State
Bacon Is also entirely out of symIt."
pathy with
Nothing from Oyster Bay.
Oyster Bay, August 20. At the
president's home today nothing could
be learned concerning the statement
that Bonaparte will leave the cabinet.
Roosevelt himself could not be approached on the subject and visitors
were unable to learn anything concerning the rumored changes.

Trinidad, Colo.. August 20. Somoa
Plaza, a native settlement four miles
north of Weston, a small camp, 30
miles north of here, was the scene
of a bloody double tragedy shortly
after midnight this morning, and as
a result, two men are dead and the
man charged with the killing is In
the county Jail here to await the result of the coroner's Inquest.
The natives were having a dance
which was attended ty the entire
population of the settlement.
Jugs
of liquor were much in evidence, and
by midnight many of the men became boisterous and quarrelsome.
They were warned several times by
Francisco Gonzales, constable of that
district, to keep quiet and not start
any trouble.
Just before the killing several men
went to a 'barn across the street from
where the dance was being held,
where they had a Jug of whisky. After drinking considerable, they commenced to yell and create a disturbance.
Attacked Officer.
When Gonzales attempted to quiet
them, it Is said, the whole crowd
started toward the officer In a threatening manner. Gonzales ran 'behind
a wagon and pulled his
The first man to run around the wagon after him was Cleoils Lucero.
Gonzales, it is charged, shot him
In the left cheek, the bullet glancing
upward, entering the brain.
Caslnero Gom-- z was close behind
Lucero, and the officer, it is alleged,
him, the bullet going
also shot
through the muscle of his left arm
and entering his heart. Both men
were instantly killed.
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August 20. With
and unablo to move
a
windmill
Fort Morgan, Colo.,
alone, Thomas
one
of the richest bachelor
farmers of Colorado, lay for four
days before he was picked up. His
farm adjoins that of his brother, but
the latter Is In California, hence no
one noticed that Rafferty was not
aljout his accustomed chores, and for
four days no one passed near enough
to hear his cries.
Rafferty went to the top of the
windmill last Friday morning to repair its gearing, and a sudden change
of the wind threw him off. When lie
recovered consciousness, darkness had
fallen. An examination convinced him
that both limbs were broken. During the days and nights that followed hi- listened during lucid moments
for the parsing of someone, but no
one came
until Monday afternoon
when he heard wheels and with one
to make a neighmanaged
last effort
bor hckr hi call. He was brought
to a hospital here and his broken
limiis set, but owing to his advanced
aue it is feared that he will not sur
Denver, Colo.,
both legs broken
after a fall from
on his farm near
where he resides
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or territories of the United States,
and that the president could not have
found a better man than Curry to
straighten out the tangle. Chief
Justice Kent, of Arizona, arrived at
Oyster Bay for a conference with
the president Just as Governor Curry
was leaving. The governor said he
would go direct to New Mexico from
Oyster Bay.
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F

WITH LIMBS

Santa Fe. N. M.. August 20.
(Kixvlal) Governor Curry is the
these
busiest man In New Mexico
was
days.
While the inauguration
In progress he was kept so busy that
he had no time to attend to the
great amount of mall which deluged
tho executive office.
Letters came from nil over New
Mexico. Washington, Oyster Bay, the
Philippines and many portions of the
United States. There were nearly a
thousand letters staring the governor
In the face.
He employed an additional stenog'
rapher. took off his coat and began
to read and answer them.
There is scarcely a night he does
not work until midnight or later, but
the powerful physique of the man is
standing him in gooa Bieaa ana ne
expects to have evcrytning in worn
Inir nrrler before mnnv days.
The governor had Intended going
to Roswell to be present at a meeting of the Bar association and of the
Bureau of Immigration, but when
the time came to go today, he decid
ed that he could not make the trip
?nd properlv attend to the work on
hand. He will visit Roswell later.
Jaffa in Capital.
Nathan Jaffa, the new territorial
secretary, who reached this city
today tendered his resignation to the governor hs a member of
the board of regents of the New MexIt was acico Military institute.
cepted and J. P. White, of Roswell,
was appointed to fill the vacancy. c
Mr. Jaffa spent today In the
of the secretary familiarizing himself with the duties of that office. He
Is a capable business man and will
handle his new duties without difficulty.
Mr. Jaffa will go to Denver tomorchildren.
row to see his wife and
They will return to the capital with
their
make
probably
will
him and
home here.
Rodey IH'iilcfl Interview.
Governor Curry has made public a
communication which he has received from Judge B. S. Rodey. of Porto
Rico, in which Judge Rodey denies
positively every word ot an interview
alleged to have been given by him at
Oyster Bay at the time of Governor
Curry's visit to the president.
In the interview th Judge was alleged to have said that New Mexico
was rotten politically, or words to
that effect.
Judge Rodey has Informed the
governor that he did not give out
such nn Interview and made no remarks which could be so construed.
Judge Rodey denied the Interview
in New
some time ago to friends
Mexico, and his denial was published
by several territorial papers.
however,
He deemed It proper.
that the new executive should know
the facts In the case and took occasion to communicate with him regarding It. Gov. Curry was placed In
an embarrassing position by the alleged Interview.
The article as sent out by the Associated Press, containing the alleged
Interview, was as follows:
Alleged Interview.
July 3 1. Federal
Bav.
Oyster
J'jdtfe B. S. Rodey. of Porto Rico,
formerly a delegate In congress from
New Mexico, arrived at Oyster Bay
Rodey
with Governor Curry. Judge
caller! on Secretary Ieb during the
Sagamore
Hill.
nt
conference
He remarked that in his opinion
the situation in New Mexico was the
worst from a st amlpolnt of discord
intrigue and crookedness, that could
be found in any of tho dependencies

eral minutes of keen excitement to
the few Americans present who happened to know the actors In the little drama and their strained
relations.
Gould, accompanied by T. Sufforn
Taller of New York, arrived in London last week. Taller had been the
guest of the Gould family aboard
their yacht. By a strange coincidence Castellane arrived from Paris
on the same day and took a room In
a hotel not far from the one where
Gould was stopping.
IVIes to Sixi Gould.
The count must have been Informed of Gould's movements, for he appeared at the latter's hotel early the
next morning annd sent up his card.
Gould sent back polite word to the
effect that he was not to be seen.
This did not discourage the count and
to the dismay of the hotel employes
he lingered about the lobby, pacing
nervously up and down. He did not
have long to wait, for Gould presently appeared, accompanied by Taller.
Castellane sprang to meet him. Taller discreetly turned and found an
acquaintance at the other end of the
room, leaving Gould alone to face the
visitor. '
'
Twir Ttebnffc!.
No one heard what passed between
them. Castellane murmured a few
words in an apologetic tone, but was
gesture
checked by an impatient
from Gould, who sharply turned his
back and walked away. Gould had to
wait several minutes in the lobby for
a motor car he had ordered, but he
did not look once In the dlrectio-.- t of
the count. When the motor did arrive he and Taller rode away without
bidding Castellane farewell.
Castellane was perceptibly agitated
and then nproached the hotel clerk
and asked the hour of the next train
to Paris. The count made one more
attempt to sae Gould the same night,
but when he appeared after dinner
In Impeccable evening dress and inquired for the brother of his
he was told that Gould was not there.
He returned to France early the next
morning.
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ATTEMPT

Springs-Associat-

Soon However.

Chicago, 111., August 20. President
Small of the International Commercial Telegraphers' union has made his
public appeal for funds to carry on
the fight against the telegraph corporations. He vent much farther.
He favored the raising of an Immense
fund, from 110,000,000 to 120,000,-00- 0
to, be used by the united labor
forces of the country In conducting
any Just strike. This last proposition
will probably be taken up by the
board of directors of the American
Federation of Labor at a meeting today In Washington. President Small
said he was preparing for a struggle
that might last ninety days. Five
hundred unmarried telegraphers have
prepared to camp out at Des Plaines
camp meeting grounds, where they
say they can subsist In tents for 15
cents a day per capita.
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Secretary of Agriculture

BeJ

Ileves Fenugreek Proper
Sort of Remedy
Washington, D. C, August 20.
Secretary Wilson will soon begin experimenting in the arid lauds of Texas, New Mexico and Arizona on the
famous food called fenugreek, which
scientists the world over are hailing
as possibly an agency of nature
which will combat the ravages of
consumption.
The virtue ascribed to fenugreek is
Its ubllity to build up the tissues
that the germs of consumption, tear
down. Kxperlments, with wonderful
ly satisfactory results, in the growth
of this plant have been made In Call
Mexico
forni.i, Nebraska and New
and the announcement will soon be
made of its introduction into the arid
west section of Texas under Irrigation
by the department of agriculture.
But a short time ago fenugreek
was almost unknown In America except 1 a constituent of condition
powders for grain and vegetable consuming animals. For perhaps hun
dreds of years, however, It lias been
known of In the east, where It has
bad a widespread use as a food and
medicine for both man and beast, its
main use in that section of tile globe
was what suggested m introduction
In this country as a cure
for consumption.
Blew His Head OIT.
Wyo..
August 2').
New Castle,
Amos Hawks, a farmer living JuM
across Hie line In South Dakota, committed suicide by blowing his head
off with a title.
a--

after and mors, to.
He secured a carload of race horses
that have been racing at Overland
park at Denver and another car from
Colorado Springs. He didn't get an
organized carnival company, with a
lot of fake shows, but he did secure
a bunch of concession men with individual shows of the street order
with real performers.
This latter
scheme of assembling a carnival company Manager Hubbs thinks, will beat
the carnival company proposition all
to pieces. It gives the fa.r association the option of firing any one or
two or more shows that come in and
don't make good and come up to the
standard of the amusements the association expects to present at tho

approaching fair.
Fighting tlie Flames.
The biggest thing that Manager
Hubbs did, though, was to secure this
attraction, "Fighting the Flames."
though only three words represents
one of the biggest spectatcular amusements known in America. It has
proved a big hit at Coney Island and
was one of the big attractions at the
White City in Chicago. It Is so big
that the only thing that may prevent
the bringing of It to Albuquerque wilt
be that It will cost too much money
large
and that a piece of ground
enough for It to show upon cannot be
found within the city limits.
C. H. Webster, who was with Manager Hubbs in Denver assisting In the
says that
securing of attractions,
Fighting the Flames is the biggest
thing In the show line that has ever
oiTered to come to Albuquerque.
What tlie Show U Like.
M. Webster, who is an old show
man himself, gives the following vivid
description of Fighting the Flames as
It will .be seen fby the many thousands
of people, who will come to the fair:
"The Denver production is under
the management of Geo. W. Poeler,
the same man who owned the Coney
Island and White City productions of
Fighting the Flames, and the Denver
show is the biggest of them all.
"The Denver show has an equiptwo
ment of two large steamers.
hook and ladder trucks, a sixty-liv- e
truck, a police
foot aerial
patrol wagon, an automobile and a
wagon.
personnel of
The
tire chief
the company has 135 people In It,
counting ottlcers, firemen, policemen,
bandmen and actors.
Vaudeville.
"The show starts with a ten or
fifteen minute vaudeville performance
of street stunts, and from three to
live performances will be given each
evening. There Is a street scene with
all th animation of a real Jive city.
A four story building,
street cars,
vehicles of all kinds and pedestrians
of all sorts and styles. These pedestrians are the actors in the little
drama that preceedg the fire MghUog
scene.
"A street car turns a corner and
It
comes buzzing down the street.
stops in front of a hotel and the land,
lord comes out of the building and
takes a woman's valise, with all the
courtesy of a live hotel man with
plenty of vacant guest rooms in his
Then the street car pomes
house.
back again. A man falls off and l&
killed. The patrol is called and the
corpse Is carried away. A thief is arrested on the street, and gives the
police a fight. An officer is killed after an exchange of shots that make
the more timid cling to their big
brothers. The thief la loaded into
the patrol but escapes as he Is being carted away and there is more
shooting, with the result of more
Then a medicine faker
melodrama.
makes his appearance on the street,
negro
singing songs as they
with a
used to do in the good old days. The
faker is selling electric belts. A
string of people try the belts on in
plain view of the audience and when
the opportune moment arrives, tlie
faker turns the electricity on and
holds his victims helpless, while his
colored assistant relieves them of
their valuables.
Tlie Real Tiling.
"After getting tlie swag, the faker
(lyes uwuy In his automobile, leaving
the negro behind to be captured by
a street mob. The mob ties the negro
around
to 4 iio.--t and starts a hie
him and from this hie starts the con-- Il
im ilion that is the real feature of
the performance.
Fire Sivnc.
Tho
y
building catches
"The
lire. An alarm is turned in and the
lire department answers in plain view
of the spectators hitching ISe horses
ami ail. When the ft.o chief arrives
mi the scene. ht turns in a second
slurin. People appear In the upper
uin.lous of ine uuil'ling and wring
for help.
their hinds and appeal
to
Some of tile people below yell
them to Jump, while others tell them
to remain in the windows. Life inti
aie stretched utid bume of the people
foui-otor-

(Con tinned oil
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'ALBUQUERQUE

VAGF. TWO.

BEAUTIES OF AN
AUTO

STAGE

the tTees. the splashing fountains and
the genrral atmosphere of restfulness
and contentment pervading the place,
most alluring prospect af
furnished
ter the avtivitte nnd ninntford disof
comforts
citv life. Mr. Lyons has
undoubtedly cho?en for himself a
most delightful
location and has
equipped his home with all the luxuries of the day. He Is even provided
with a telephone line to Silver City
a dlRtance of thlrty-tlv- e
miles.

In tilla
after crossing the Qlla

ROUTE
Mogollon and Cooney Afford
An Especially Splendid

Scene.

the
Soon
route of the buzz wagon enters the
Gila national forest and continues
therein to the end. This reat reserve Is one of the largest In the United states and Its prospective wealth.
In mineral and other resources is almost beyond computation. Much has
been w ritten regarding It and it there,
fore requires no detailed comment
here. Much of Its timber is virgin
and large sections of It remain in an
one
almost unexplored condition.
day at no great distance from the
present it will no doubt provide homes
for thousands of people to whom at
this writing even Its name remains
unknown. Communication and the
ability to get supplies cheaply Is its
onlv important lack.
Not far from the Gila the auto
passes Warner Springs for several
years the half way house of the old
stage line.
The place derives Its
name from a boiling spring which
Issues from the hillside at that point
and which is surrounded by an Inviting grove of shade trees. Good mealg
are still supplied there by the com
pany at reasonable rates, during ine
Intervals occasioned iby the change of
horses when the old equipment is in

the Cooney Box Is the abruptness
with which It is. encountered. In this
respect It differs In some degree with
the great western canyons with which
It might be compared such as Wat-kin- 's
glen. Glen Onoko on the Ans-abl- e
You simply turn the
chasm.
edge of a precipice and you are at
once In the midst Of a narrow gorge
with perpendicular walls rising to
great heights nnd between which tho
sunlight finds Its way with difficulty.
Such masses of rock!
Such odd
shapes and varieties of color! Such
awe Inspiring heights! Vast faces of
stone worn smooth as marble by the
torrents of forgotten ages seem to
spring at one from the most unsuspected quarters nnd like giajit sentinels present arms and fortild fur-thprogress.
Above the din and
echo of the horses' hoofs as they
strike the rocks at the bed of the
stream, which forms the road for a
good portion of the distance, rises
the murmer of the river Itself as it
hurls Its waters over the countless
cascades and around the numberless
Imperlments
to Its onward flight.
Sublime Is certainly not t)0 fclrong a
term for this freak which nature has
played In the heart of these Mogollon
hills.
Along tho Way.
At different places along the way
the road lies directly beneath the
overhanging cliffs, masses of material
weighing thousands upon thousands
of tons Intervene between the rider
and the sky above him and at other
points the gorge seems about coming to an abrupt termination, a de
ception which Is put to flight with a
sharp turn of the fifth wheel and
once more we ore going ahead Int
perhaps still greater grandeur. Odd
shapes and figures haunt this Cooney
canyon also and It requires no stretch
of tho imagination to see great moun
tains crouching and ready to hurt
themselves upon us as we pais beneath thtm. On the whole sor.i of
our party felt a bit relieved when
the great walls of the Box began to
recede and we found ourselves approaching the town Itself. We pass
ed rapidly by the Sheridan and Enterprise mills both valuable proper
ties and were soon in the center or
the mining town In which as your
readers are aware so many Albuquerque people reside. The residence of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Curran is in
to the postolllce,
close proximity
school and store, and Is a comfortg
cottage to which
roomy-lookinable,
has recently ibeen added a porch nnd
front yard swing. Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
W. StuAbs live a little further up
the canyon and J. P. Batchen, who
left Albuquerque five years ago for
his present home, conducts the store.
James Kerr, a native of the Mogollon county Is foreman of the mine
and John Prairie, once an Albuquer
or the mm.
que man, Is foreman
which Is the largest In the district.
formerly
of Missouri,
Hatchett,
It. H.
is the company's engineer and assay-is- t.
er
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Mrs. M. F. Breen Is in Magdnlena

the guest of friends.
Itegular meeting of tho Fraternal
Order of Eagles tonight.
Mrs. A. Ptnndlsh, of Lns Vega, left
today for a visit in the east.
Luke Grantham Is confined nt St.
Joseph's hospital with typhoid fever.
Attorney B. F. Adams has returned to the city from a business trip
to Arizona points and Gallup, N. M.
Antonio Olero nnd wife, of Lincoln
county, are visiting relatives nt Santa Fe.
Treasurer F.ugenlo Romero, of San
Miguel county, Is In Santa Fe on
business.
Robert L MeCnnse, auditor of the
Santa Fe Central railway, Is In Santa
Fe on business.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Charles Fitch,
of
Fnlrbury, Neb., are the guests of Mr.
nnd Mrs. Frank XV. Shearon, nt Snntn
Fe.
Mrs.
A. Kemnenlch
nnd Miss
Blomberg. of Peralta, were In the
the city yesterday shopping and vis
iting.
District Attorney Alexander Read.
of Tlerra Amarllli, who has been a
visitor in Santa Fe, left for home
yesterday.
George A. Fleming, of East Lns
Vegas, secretary of the Agency nnd
investment corporation, was In Santa Fe yesterday.
A P. Crnnor. who Is working on
one of the coal runs near Raton, was
In Las Vegas yesterday, returning to
itaton last evening.
Mrs. A. Ijowe and Plster. of this
city, who have been visiting In Santa
Fe. have gone to Lns Vegas to visit
relatives and friends.
A. O.
Miss
Adelaide
Wheeler.
Fran nnd Miss Florence Olive left
Las Vegas this morning for a trip to
Santa Fe on horseback.
F. E. Pond nnd wife, who have
been visiting In Las Vegas, will arrive In this city tomorrow.
Their
home Is In Cincinnati, Ohio.
J. L. Trujlllo, manager of the Santa Rosa warehouse, left Las Vegas
this morning for Santa Rosa after
taking a two weeks' vacation.
Mrs, James B. DuShane left Las
Vegas yesterday afternoon on No. 2
for an extended visit in the. east. She
will be nbsent about two months.
Misses Ramonn ll.ica and Anita
Tinea have returned to Santn Fe from
Morinrty. where they were the guests
of Misses Mary Friday and Nellie
Friday.
William Kerr has returned to Albuquerque after a short sojourn In
La Junta. Mr. Kerr will be remem
bered as a former employe of the Al
buquerque Laundry.
Mr. nnd Mrs. E. M. Bydler were
passengers on train No. I last night
for Los Angeles, where Mrs. Bylder
will undergo an operation under the
knife of a specialist.
The Colorado Telephone company
Is installing a telephone line be'ween
this city and Pajarita, a small village on the west bunk of the Rio
Grande, south of the city.
Perfecto Gallegos, a brother of
Porfliio Gallegos. San Miguel county
superintendent" of schools, Is In Las
Vegas from La Cuesta and is prepar
lng himself to enter the New Mexico
Military Institute at Roswell.
John Roach, who has been In Lns
Vegas with his wife visiting relatives,
returned to his home In La Junta,
will
Colo., yesterday.
Mrs. Roach
remain in Las Vegas for some days.
Bert Smith, a Santa Fe lineman
while placing a gasoline motor car
on the rails at Las Vegas yesterday
permitted one of the wheels to strike
his left foot, Inflicting an Injury
which will disable him for some days.
Officer J. B. Rusk, of the territorial mounted police, who has been in
Santa Fe for a few days In consultation with Captain Fred Fornoff, left
this morning for his headquarters at
Chama.
Rev. Father C. Lnmmert, a Catholic priest from Bueyeros, Union county, has arrived In Santa Fe to attend
the ecclesiastical retreat to be held
this week at St. Michael's college at
the Capital City.
D. L. Batchelor, Santa Fe agent at
Las Vegas, left yesterday afternoon
for Salina, Kan. Although Mr. Batchelor Is only on a six months' leave of
absence, lie expects to enter Into business at Salina and may possibly not
return to th. Santa Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Goodman
left on the limited last night for
Chicago. From the Windy City they
will go to Norfolk, Va., and visit at
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Mr. Goodman's
old home. They
will be absent from the city several
weeks,
I B. Mllllson, a well known merpostmaster
nt
chant and former
Chama. Rio Arriba county Is dead.
Mis demise was caused by heart disease. He turned the postoflice over
to his successor last Friday and Intended going at once to n lower altitude but death Intervened.
George A. Riddle and fimily have
left Santa Fe to take u: their residence nt Chama on the Durango division of the Ienver nnd Rio Grande
railroad. Mr. Riddle Is a locomotive
engineer and has been on the Anto-nltSanta Fe run for seventeen
years.
F. E. Dearth and wife, of Marietta,
Ohio, arrived In Lns Vegas yesterday
nnd nre the quests of A. P. Gatchel
and wife. They formerly resided In
that city nnd have recently sold their
property and other Interests In Ohio
ror the purpose of again, taking up

JUST RECEIVED
A large assortment of Ingrains and Brussels Rugs
and Carpets and a full
line of Linoleum-Every-thi- ng
to furnish the house

o.

WE CAN'T AND WILL NOT BE
DERSOLD.

FUTRELLE

life In New Mexico.

UN-

CASH OR PAYMENT

FURNITURE

CO.

Professor Alfredo M. Sanchez,
West End Viaduct
Silver City, N. M . August 20.
sistant superintendent of public InWaiting for railroads, however ceryesterday
for
Santa
(
struction,
left
Fe
tain their advent, Is glow work, and
Mora to attend the tenchers Institute
It is no wonder that anrbltlous New
county.
will
he
From
of
there
Mora
Mexicans whose foresight and cour
go to Taos to attend the teachers' In
age have led them to seek occupation
stitute of Taos county, He will deliv
and fortune in the remote corners of
er addresses at notn sessions.
the territory have at last lost patience
F. P. Vote, of Las Vegas, has ar
and are taking in so many directions
rived In, Santa Fe and has temporar
to the establishment of automobile
ily taken the position of bookkeeper
lines In order to bring their business
Mr.
at the territorial penitentiary.
Into closer communication with the
Vote will fill the place until the nr
For several
centers of population.
Raton,
Joerns,
who
of
John
rival
of
yeirs at Intervals, parties of surveyby Superintendent
was appointed
ors representing one or other of the
Llttrell, but is unable to enter upon
great railroad Interests have made
some time yet.
new
his
duties
for
their appearance in the valley of the
Mrs. P. I. Phoop, wife of Dr. Shoop
Frisco and have left behind them the
of Rnclne, Wisconsin, left this mornImpression that their going was soon use.
ing for her home after a visit of
HMnrlc Route.
by the laying of rails
to
followed
be
'
several weeks In Santa Fe. She was
From this point to Whitewater,
and the puff of the locomotive, are
Mogollon
to Lamy by her hus- Eclipse Wind Mills, LightningHay Presses, Walter A. Wood
and
accompanied
impressions which so far have met where the roads for
chlelly
Miss Ethel Paddock.
band
nnd
niece,
is
Cooney
route
divide
the
mlUi nothing better than disappointMowers and Binders, Bain andjpld Hickory wagons
Mrs. Paddock. Miss
Paddock
nnd
historic
ment and delay. That the long fore noteworthy for its Interesting
of
Dr. Shoop will leave
In
another
told railroad from Durango to Clifton associations and for the beauties
ALL KINDSVEHICLES
month for Racine.
will eventually be ibuilt is as certain the Frisco valley which it traverses
We
distance.
as anything of that character not for a considerable
ALBUQUERQUE
mayor
Judge
Morlarty,
of
the
ns for
already accomplished, but that it re- passed at frequent Intervals places
thriving town of Morinrty, Torrance Wrlto
NEW MEXICO
Catalogue ami Prices
the
mains uncompleted has not prevented made famous by battles between
county,
In
night
city
last
arrived
the
the most ImEs- the progressive miners of the Mo Indians and the whites,
overland
the
drive
from
a
after
gollons and the wide awake mer pressive of which Is Ambush hill,
tancla valley. Mr. Morlarty was ac
where five United states soldiers lost
companied by E. F. W ottenberger.
chants of Silver City from bridging their
J. D. Eakln, President
lives during the Geronimo outCist. alellnl, Mtrttrr
They came to see General Torrance
the Interval with one of the most at
O. Gloml Vies Presldeat.
ideal one for
O. BicaecM, TreaMrca
party, who nre expected In the
tractive schemes of its kind ever at break. The spot Is asan was
and
and
made
an
such
attack
Just
county.
tempted in this
city this evening.
It Is a wonder that more men were
The Auto Line.
J. R. Farwell.
of Albuquerque,
not killed at the time. Captain ilc- To breakfast in Silver and lunch Klnney now In the employ of the
chief engineer of the Santa Fe CenIn Mogollon or Cooney is certainly Mogollon Gold and Copper company
tral and Albuquerque Eastern Rail
Buef iora to
ways, was among the arrivals Sun
an innovation, but such Is the es- at Cooney was serving as a scout
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
day night In Santa Fe. He Joined
tablished fact today. Thanks to the on that occasion and was in the lead
WHOLE BALK DEALER IN
aggressive spirit of Atessrs.
the party of officials nnd capitalist
R. E. on
day. He had Just reached
making a trip of Inspection over the
Craig of the Last Chance mine at Mo- the that
hill which rises directly from the
gollon. and C. W. Marriott of Silver road, when an Indian concealed but a
Santa Fe Central system to the Ha-g-coal fields and proposed new
City, five large machines have been few feet from him rose and fired at
line from Morinrty to Albuquerque.
put Into service between these cen- him point blank. His horse hearing
Wo koep ovorytblng In stock to outfit tuo
prepaters and the road is already In
the click of the trigger reared sud
Arthur IT. Murphy, engineer at the
most fastidious bar eomploto
ration for a regular schedule of this denly and was shot under him, the
orSt.
nnd
Vincent's
sanitarium
kind. The scheme Is an ambitious action of the horse saving his life.
letphanage
nt
a
Fe.
Santa
received
Have
appo'nted
exclusive agents In the Southwest far Jea. S.
bean
and expensive undertaking
and In- Tho five men who lost their lives
ter yesterday Informing him of the
Schlitz. Wm. Lamp and 8t, Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
cludes the construction of a suspen- were immediately in his rear.
nged mother. Mrs. Elizaof
his
death
Green River, V. H, McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Louie Hunter, T.J. Men-arcsion bridge over the Gila river near
Tin l risco alley.
which occurred
beth E. Murphy.
the old ford used for so many years
and other atandard arnda of whlaklea too numerous te meMlen,
As the auto masters a hill shortly
nt Brighton Park, a
Thursday
nlcht
by the regular stage line.
The iMogollon Gold and Copper
beyond this point the first view of
of Chicago. On nccount of
suburb
conWE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
shipper
of
company
Is
constant
phrase
a
in circulation
There is a
Frisco valley is encountered witn
the telegraphers' strike it was imamong mining men to the effect that the
Bat eell the atratgnt article aa received by us from tae Vert laerlee.
patches of green, its centrates and is the owner of many of
to get word to Santa
Its endless
possible
Fe
the grandest scenery and the great- ranches and prolific pasture lands. the best claims In the canyon. Mr.
Distilleries itnd Breweries in tie United 6tat a. Call asd lnaieet emr
sooner.
est opportunities in New Mexico be The first Impression gained from this Curran's energy and progressive spirit
Btock and PtIct. or write for IUtiatratcd Catalufne
n4 trie Met.
Rabeyrolle.
Rev.
Adrian
Father
Improvement
Is
constant
In
the
shown
farthest from the railroad lines and view Is that here lies one of Newlasued to dealera only.
pastor of Gaudalupe church in Santa
places. Mexico's future centers of population of the property in the canyon and
In the most unfrequented
Fe, returned to that city last evening
more
That this is true, at least In one in- an impression which deopens as you our visit there was rendered courfrom Madrid, where he officiated at
stance Is apparent at a glance to any proceed. Especially is this apparent than pleasant by his uniform
services In the Catholic Chapel Sun- "XOf0XJf3CCCC)eXCCK3f0
Albuobserving person who chooses to take when one is told that twice in tne tesy and generous treatment.
OtJCCCOSK50X5fX3SJCC0J
day, commemorating the anniversary
this trip and view for himself the past two years has the valley been querque people should avail themof Saint Anna. He was neeompanled
country through which the new line surveyed for the projected Durango selves of the new facilities to acCnr-lit- a
choir,
by
Misses
of
members
the
operates.
For agriculture or cattle and Clifton railroad.
Not far from quaint themselves with this too little
Ellison, Helena Allre nnd Maria
raising, prospecting or mining, the here also, near the town of Alma is visited and highly deserving region.
Alderette and Frank Ortiz, nnd an
opportunities afforded are superb and soon to be constructed the great dam
boy, Jose C. Sanchez, Jr.
altar
are in evidence on all sides. In addi- for the control of the waters of this
tion the streams and mountains are valuaible
stream THE BYRNE BUSIThe manv friends of Mrs. Ida Mor-letreacherous
but
filled with flsh and game and the en- Those who know claim for the soil
of Datll. N. M., In this city will
be grieved to lenrn, thnt she has betire region abounds In odd nooks and of this extensive valley unusual fer
corners presenting unusual attractions tility and foresee a future recogni
come totally blind. The malady came
NESS COLLEGES
Its
very suddenly and
cause is
for the camper, and the lover of na- tion for it which when realized win
me paor and paint your
ture still unspoiled by the lumberman cause the now neglected region "to
unknown. Mrs. Morley Is now In
house.
guaranteed.
or the vandal. The route also is bloom and blossom as the rose."
El Paso under the care of specialist,
so named from the famous Byrne
Prompt attention to mall orders.
a most attractive one for the lovers
but It Is reported that there Is little
We left our fellow travelers at systems, which they teach and conher
possibility of her recovering
of history, the writer, the photograJ. fl. EMMONS, simnpunr tri Stacv A. fin.
Whitewater, where we were hand trol throughout this section. These
sight. Sirs. Morley Is widely known
pher or the artist working in color. somely entertained by Mr. and Mrs. famous colleges are located as fol
throughout New Mexico as an ardent
Here, over the wide mesas and rug- Kit, who own at that point one of lows: Tyler Commercial College, Ty
South 8oconaand Lead
temperance worker.
ged hills the renegade Apaches,
the most attractive ranches In the ler, Texas; Fredonia Business Col
cmrmcyaK)aK)rMC!imcMcmcmomo
yesterday
City
and Geronimos but
valley. Beautiful lawns with flowers lege, Fredonia, Kansas; Capital
Hickey,
Rose
Miss
Miss
Ethel
College, Guthrie, Okla.;
roamed at will shooting down the everywhere in evidence, well shaded Business
Harsh nnd Miss Lucy Hazeldlne,
running off verandas and hammocks in whlcn Memphis Commercial College, 46 N.
Inhabitants,
scattered
three of Albuquerque's most charm
their cattle and 'burning their habita to rest at ease and comfort after the Second St., Memphis, Tenn., and Athto
ing young ladles, are preparing
21 North First Street.
Phone No. 483
tions. Here the rising and setting seventy mile trip characterize
the ens Business College, Athens, Ga,
spend a year abroad. Leaving here
sun striking on the vast extent of place, and last but not least, tne host
They are by far the most success
will first go
they
September,
early
In
plain and mountain paint in infinite and hostess themselves make up a ful chain of business colleges to be
to Italy. Miss Hickey was a memvariety and tint pictures awe inspir- picture not soon to foe forgotten. Mr, found In America. They are all con
ber of the faculty of the University
ing and peaceful, sublime and rest- Kit, one of New Mexico's early day ducted on the same plan and under
for several years, nnd Miss Harsh
ful. At frequent intervals along the miners has an interesting history. A expert specialists trained under the
was a student at that institution. Miss
route the chaffeur or your fellow pas- graduate of one of the German mln author of the famous Byrne Sim
Hazeldlne has been one of Albusengers will point out to you some Ing schools be has prospected in every pllfled shorthand practical bookkeep
querque's school teachers t for several
place of interest and relate to you quurter of the globe, nearly twenty- - Ing, and all offer equal advantages.
years.
some tale of adventure of which the five years of his life having been They place every graduate in a good
Professor Charles R. Keyes. forlocality has been the witness. At spent In the region which he knows position free of charge, give the most
merly president of the faculty of the
practical and extensive
times you dive into seemingly Impos- perfectly.
He now rests from his thorough,
New Mexico School of Mines at Sosible canyons through which you labors in the mining line, with his de courses to be had. nnd at the least
Gem
corro, nnd still a resident of the
twist and turn in one instance the lightful wife, in their ideal home un possible expense. Write for large
City, arrived in Santa Fe last evenfree
passage being so narrow that twx der the shadow of the hills whose re beautifully Illustrated
ing Professor Keyes Is engaged In
you
catalog.
pass
Address
the
school
would
each otn cesses have furnished him with count,
machines could hardly
mining operations in this territory
er, and from which you emerge as less adventures and considerable suc prefer to attend.
o
and in Mexico, and of late he has
abruptly as you entered to nnd your cess.
spent
some of his time In Phlcago
self again upon the level plain which
Alma to Cooney.
Torturing eczema spreads Its burn
on business connected with these afbut a few moments before you left
In the morning of the day follow Ing area every day. Doan's Ointment
fairs. From Santa Fe Professor
so uncerimonlously. A panorama of lng our trip from Silver City, Mr. Kit quickly stops its spreading, Instantly
Southwestern Brewery
A Ioe Company.
Keyes will go to south Santa Fe, Torunravelled interest 1b this marvelous drove our little iparty, 'by way or relieves the Itching cures it perman
rance nnd Lincoln counties on mintrip, broken often by oasis of rare Alma to Cooney, a distance of fifteen ently. At any drug store.
ing business.
fertility, fringed with greenest wti miles. We passed through the first
low and well supplied with streams mentioned place at an early hour. It
THE
of limpid water along whose banks consists of a small collection
of
Innumerable cattle brouse and loiter houses with two or three stores, all
In the enjoyment of nature's most doing a prosperous business, and the
bountiful provision.
mot Important of which is kept by the
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Jones Brothers. Alma has a romanSlow at First.
During the first hour out from 811 tic history and Is said to have been
ver City the ride is necessarily a slow at one time the headquarters of the
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex
Rooting
one as the country is sharply broken desperadoes engaged in the
feats of early days. It is
by ipreclpltous hills. At a distance
of three miles the divide is encount now one of the most peaceful of fronAlbtfqsserqoe, New Mexico
First and Marquette
ered and from its summit, if the day tier villages and a center of supply
be clear the traveler can see at a for the surrounding country.
Eight miles is the distance from
distance of over seventy miles the
blue mass known as the Mogollon Alma to Cooney and If there Is anOsDeOe0Oe0OeC0
mountains toward which he is Journ other eight miles of country In
which can compare with this
eying. Here too, the greatest altitude
Is reached which Is said to be about in grandeur and general Interest the
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
6. SOU feet.
Not many miles further writer has yet to learn of It. The
passes the stake road to the mouth of the canyon or
on the machine
St. f. HALL,
ropr0tor
placed by the U. S. geological sur- the liux, as it is called, follows the
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care; BhTt-tng- s.
vey to mark the southern boundary stream known as Mineral creek, at
g
innocent-lookinPulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column asJ Iroa
river
One this point an
of the great American desert.
Fronts for Buildings.
of the views which confront the trav- Mowing quietly on Its way, watering
dinumerous
often
ranches
and
the
point
which
follows
eler at this
and
Romlr9 om Mlnln ana Mill Machinery a Spactmlty
We
him for much of the earlier portion viding Into several channels.
m
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N.
of the trip is that of the liurro moun here pass the residences of Messrs.
o
Wetherley. well known in Albuquertains of late regarded as one of New que
COX3X3Oe0OtXOOOe0
mining circles and Henry Curran,
promising mining
Mexico's most
fields. Early in the day under the a brother of Thomas J. Curran, forpresidnew regime you cross the Olla and merly of Albuquerque and the
If you are fortunate at that point ing genius of the Cooney district. Mr.
you may catch sight upon his native Case, one of the otllclala of the Gila
heath of one of the territory's most forest, also lives at tothis point as do
fame.
DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
influential ranchmen and politicians others less known
Just .(before we reached the canThomas Lyons. Mr. Lyons, an early
and us if to prepare us for the
settler here, is said to have had at yon
8HERWIN-WILLIAMS
best, wears
PAINT Covers more, look
one time over fifty thousand cattle. profound impressions to follow we
tke longest, most economical; full measure.
at a Utile clump of bushes
a herd which would have made even slopped
BUILDING
PAPER Alwayi In stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Father Abraham Jealous. His hold by the roadside and were pointed to
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Eto.
ings of land at this point are enorm a mound under which He the remains
comous and he lives in regal slate on his of one. Chic. This man was the
FIltST STHEET AND COAL AVE. ALBCQCERQCE. NEW HEX.
generously watered and well equipped panion of Captain James Cooney from
place, but a short distance from the whom the canyon 'derives lis name,
Bowel complaints arc always more or less prevalent during the Summer
river Itself. A great hunter also U and who lost his life at this spot,
months, and many a man has ruined bis best horse going for a'doctor
Tom Lyons, as the people there call shot to death and mulituted beyond
0Oev;aOeOeC)Ce00
him, and he is credited with having recognition by the murderous Apaches
when som of-hi- s
family was suffering from cramp colic or cholera
The story has been
A. C. B1I.ICKE and JOHN 8. MITCHELL Invito their friends to make
shot, not long since, the largest bear under Vlctorio.
brave
on record. When we passed through frequently told. These two
such
morbus.
for
lie
prepared
an
emergency.
New Mexico headquarter at
off
standing
we got a good view of him, a stout men after successfully
certain
." hard thinking sort of a man o the Indians at Alma, feeling
ce hacs 55 years, sauntering abou that the band would go directly to
lawn and probably the mines and there ambush Captain
hi well kept
ruminating upon the themes which Cooney s miners. In spite of all warn- In the mind of KtiK (rum their friends, started up
uppermost
Lot Angeles, California
should be
canyon to Klve the alarm. They
one who has succeeded in getting nis
In time to enjoy it. Home of us. the were intercepted at thU point and
Courtesy and
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penalty with their lives. The
Is th mo9t successful medicine yet produced
these diseases and can
writer remembers, took occasion to paid the of
Captain Cooney now rest
attention to gsests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
remark as we viewed his apparently Inremains
always be'depended uponv No doctor can prescribe a bctter me'dicine.
a magnificent manaoleuni hen
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THRILLING BATTLE FOR LIFE IN A BALLOON
WHICH WAS

EVENING

CITIZEN.

r,Knmrr,

WESTERN STOCK

SWEPT OUT OVER MEDITERRANEAN
SHOW RULES

I IT

The Age of Reason

ISSUED

'"M

Premium Llstand Regulations
for Great Event Made
Public.

j

bluff may go in a poker game, but in a cold blooded
business transaction, you have got to show what your
hand contains. The day of guff and flim-flaand gold-bric- k
statements is passing. Men want facts upon which
they can figure.
A

m

.

Denver, Colo., August 20. The
premium list and rules for t Ji .bird
annual exhibition of the Western
Stock .Show Association ,ia3 Juu been
Issued and Is ibelng sent jut.
The
next show will bo held in Deiwar on
5
January
Inclusive. The premium list Is the larg.'M. ever lsued.
The association Is hanging up J 10.000
and the specials amount t nearly as
much more, making a v?ry a'.traitive
com petition for the stoikmen.
This
year the show. Is to be national In
oharacter but the association has provided some special cla.e In breeding
stock for breeders west cf tho lOJnd
degree of longitude, which is practically the eastern boundary line of
Colorado.

do not need to quote our circulation results speak
for themselves.
If you advertise in the Albuquerque Citizen, you advertise in a paper that enters more homes,
is more widely read and more enthusiastically endorsed
than any other paper within the boundaries of the territory. Observe the trend of events, and decide if this is true.

We

20-2-

'

evening paper is logically the best medium for advertising. In the morning, men and women have time only
for the headlines and important news they have work to
do. In the evening, the day's work is done, and they
have leisure to read, not only the news, but the advertisements, as well. Apply reason to this and decide if it
is true.

An

Ih-Sixvlal
Among the new classes is one for
'best
fed
the
west
fat steer,
and
of the 9!Hh degree of lunp'tude and
which won first or second premium at
any state or county fair In 1307.
Another special is for the best fat
steer under four years of age owned
ai.d fed by a 'boy under eighteen vear
of age, steers to have 'been the prop
erty or tne Doy ror at least lour
months prior to the show.
A feature of the horse division will
be the Introduction of a class for car
loads of range horses. Twenty .iead
will constitute a carload and it Is ex
pected that the horses will be sold at
auction after the show.
The Western Stock Show has prov
en one of the greatest educators for
western stockmen and to get a full
benefit from It It will pay any stock
man to enter the competition. The
Indications are that the show nex
winter will be the greatest ever held
In the west and arrangements are al
ready being made to take care of the
animals In far better shape than las
year arid next year it is expected that
a great pavilion will be constructed
Anyone desiring a copy of tho classl
flcatlon and premium list can secure
It by addressing the Western Stock
Show, Stockyards station, Denver,
c.

br-.--

Tlie balloon

with
at the moment when Capt Klndclan was tryingMlUp.

Valencia, August 20. One of the
most wonderful and thrilling escapes
In the history of ballooning even
more
than the adventuve
of
several years ago,
when he fell Into the Meditterranean
with his airship was that encounn,
tered a few days ago fliy Capt.
of the Spanish Military corps.
In the course of a series of experiments and maneuvers he ascended
from this place in the military balloon Marie Theresa, and unexpected
hair-raisi-

antos-Dumo-

Ills

trulllng rope to liook un anchorage

to

Ml.slllg

nt

Kln-dela-

Territorial

ly found himself being blown out
out across the (Mediterranean.
To be lost In that mighty expanse
of water meant death, of course.
Terrified, Oapt.Klndelan attempted
to hook his trailing rope In the rigging of a passing ship, but in vain.
The crew of the ship tried with all
their might to seize the rope, realizing the imminent penil of the aeronaut, ibut all to no avail.
Lower and lower drifted the balloon, farther and farther out. Knowing that certain death awaited him

band, a faithless wife and
of the home.

the

A pretty wedding occured Sunday
evening at the Indian school at Phoenix, Arizona. Kev. Harold Oavotte
of the Southern Methodist church ofparties
The contracting
ficiated.
were William French and Emma
Burrows, Iboth
Indians
There are now orders for 150 cars and tooth having received their edu;at Artesla, N. M., station for ship- cation from the Indian Bchool. This
first couples of Inping alfalfa. The crop In that vi- being one ofto the
marry at this Institudian blood
cinity wag unusually large.
tion under the form of an American
ceremony, caused a rreat deal of InJames Sullivan and G. W. Dokan, terest among
the Indian youth of the
pioneer residents of Prescott, Ariz.,
However, Superintendent
.succumbed to disease of long stand- school.
Goodman Is of the opinion that the
ing at that place Sunday.
example will toe of permanent good
to the Institution.
Presiding Elder J. P. Bigelow of
the organization
of the Mormon
In Tuscon Bhortly after 7 o'clock
church in Douglas, Ariz., reports that Sunday night residents of the Unithe new church ibuilding which Is 'be- versity addition were startled by a
ing erected In the North Douglas ad- crash of lightning, which struck an
dition Is now nearing completion and arc light on Park avenue In front of
will be occupied about September 1. the University.
The lightning shattered the light and then following
A domestic comedy with sufficient along the wires split the huge
pole
singe of tragedy to make It Interest- from which the light suspended,
ing to the spectators was enacted In from end to end.
the alley (back of the International
laundry at Douglas. Ariz. The draThe Moqul Indians today began
matic personae were an lnju ed hus their 'big annual snake dance In the

Topics

full-blood-

If he clung to his airy craft,
Klndelan buckled on his life-be- lt

j

Capt.
and

Jumped Into the sea.
All around him. were miles and
miles of oceun: above him the sky;
below
There was no hope
death.
save to swim and swim. In the hopa
some
would come his way.
vessel
that
And so, finally, one did. It was tne
British ship West Point. Capt Klndelan was taken on tooard and finally
reached home, but the balloon was
lost.

life Insurance.
For twenty-fiv- e
cents you can now
insure yourseir ana family against
any bad results from nn attack of
colic or diarrhoea during the summer months. That Is the price of a
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol
era ana
Kemedy. a medl
first Mesa at Walpl, near Flagstaff. Cine that Diarrhoea
never been known to
About 1,000 Indians are taking part fail. Buy has
it may save life
and the dance is said to be the most For sale by Itallnow.
druggists.
pretentious of recent years. Several
hundred palefaces have made the
long trip to the scene of the dance
on purpose to witness It Nearly all
of the visitors are from the northern
part of the territory, although a tew
of them came from the east to see
In th head T!n anywhere, hu rt cans,
the wierd ceremony. Two days ago, .Pstn
rain ! congestion, pain Is blood pressure nothUif
lse usually. At leut, so wyi Dr. ghoop, and to
after many of the Indians had as- prore
it he hM mated a little pink tablet Thai
sembled for the dance, a lightning
called Dr. Snoop's Hmdacbs Table
bolt struck In the center of their tablet
Diooa pressure away from pain centers,
eoaiflt
camp. No one was hurt, and the In- lueflmiseharmbig.pleajinily
delightful.
dians believe that is was a sign from though salt!. It turttlr quaOlceg Uia bloodCientlr
drcu
the Great Father of his pleasure at laviun.
If TOO hare a hfladactut. tt'a MnnA mmim.
their festival. The dance this year If.lt
painful periods with women, lame cane.
will continue for several days.
lfTou are ileeplest, restless, nerrcus.
blood

The Albuquerque Citizen has at its disposal, a practical
and experienced advertisement writer, who has made a
thorough study of modern newspaper advertising, who will
give any assistance you may desire, or who will relieve
you entirely of the preparation of your advertisements, if
you so wish. The Albuquerque Citizen exercises discretion and taste in the setting of advertisements, and the
page. Weigh these advantages,
result is a well shown-u- p
and decide if they are worthy.

THE

CITIZEN

PUBLISHING

COMPANY
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it's
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Colic,

Cholera

and

Diarrhoea itemed y. Better
Than Thrro Doctors.

"Three years ago we had three
doctors with our little boy and everything that they could do seemed in
vain. At lost when all hope seemed
to be gone we began using Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and In a few hours he
began to Improve. Today he Is as
healthy a child as parents wish for."
Mrs. B. J. Johnston, Linton, Miss.
For sale by all druggists.

eongeotion blood preuure. That surely Is a
certainty, for Dr. Shoop'i Headache Tablet Mop
It In 20 minutes, and the tablets simply dlMributs
au ifluiaturat diooq preuure.
Bruise your finger, and doesn't It vet red. and
swell, and pain youT Of course It does. It's coo.
rettlon, blood preuure. You'll And it wberapaut
I always. It tlmply Common Benae.
l sail at 26 otau, and
recommend

IQAL
Bert American Block, per ton.. $0.50
$8.60
Anthracite Nat, per ton
Anthracite Stove and Furnace
$9.50
per ton

Dr. Shoop's
SOLD BY

1.

JOSEPH

120

WOOD

rhniir

Headache
Tablets
J.
CIUEIXV

The St. Elmo

PINION

West Railroad

CO.

John

S.

CLUB KOOM9

'Everybody
Know."
says (i. G. Hays,Should
a prominent business man of Bluff, Mo.,
Buck-les Arnica Salve Is thethatquickesta
and surest healing salve ever applied
to a sore, burn or wound, or to a
case of piles. I've used
It and know
what I m talking about." Guaranteed
by all druggists. 25c,

needed

Beaven

SAMPLg AND

Aven

AND

TOItMLLO.
TEUMS STItlCTLY CASH.

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

BARNETT, Prop'f.

breaking in

DRY OBI) AR

Finest Whiskies

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

"Kojriilar a.t
Sun."
an expression as the
old as the race.
No doubt the rising and setting of
the sun Is the most regular performIs

ance In the universe, unless It is
the action of the liver and bowels
when regulated with Dr. King's New
Life Pills. Guaranteed by all drug-gist- s.

Foe3 Eslbaiissftnoini

jL

ill

When the system has been weakened and

the vitality lowered by illness or overwork,
pHEUSER-BUs- c

i

25c.

I

r

Cer-

tain it la that you'll travel many a
wrnry mile to even equal, our oakea,
)lo, pantry, rolls, etc. Our goods
are always In demand, because those
who know appreciate their excel-lenoBut don't forget our bread
our principal pride and source of our
Kuccesa.

PIONEER BAKERY

m

'mm
Brews11

807 South

will supply the elements required to

build up and restore the vital forces.
It is the ideal Tonic and Predigested
Food in liquid form.

Sold by all Druggists and Grocers
in cases of 1 Doz. Large or 2 Doz. Split Bottles

U

For 12 tops of Rod Metal caps
a
Buttles
from Large
with Cola TraaVawk or 24 (rom
e,
Trade-awSplit Bodies with Black
and 15c (ur puetage, we will eend
one ol our Vienna Art Plalea te
any aJireaa in tim UoiteJ States.

Anheuser-Busc-

h

St. Louis, Mo.
Brewers of the

Famous Budweiser Beer

foot'p

Mexican Central
Standard

First Street

If You Want A
Plumber

Mexico

From the north to the south
and with Its branch lines reaches the most Important cities,
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
Zacatecas, Aguascallentes, San
Louis, Potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-tGuadalajara,
o,

The City of Mexico
1

and many other places worth
weeing.
The lUcliext Mining, I.umbor
and Cattle Producing Idtnds
Made Access! bl by Tills
uroal bysteiu.

TOURISTS
learn of much that U
Intensely Interesting and create
a desire to visit the
Can

Or THE
MONTEZUMAS

No. Sr.

SiJ

O- -

taumt Uh Blmktr

)xfords,

Our work is as our name ligh Shoes,
implies, and our charge are $4.00

by obtaining a map folder of th
Mexican Central Hallway, as In
It are to be found brief sketches of plac is snd things in Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity

and historical value, have no
equal In the world.
Folders, rates and all Information furnished 011 application

C. F. BERNA
Commercial Agent

Let us fit you

WM. CHAPLlh
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

of

LAND

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

right.

The
Railway

Traverses the Republic

Mused bv still soles :mr1 tr.
CVlls OI thin snla m a nr.- vented by the Red Crc ss. It
snables a woman to he nn
feet for hours at a time with

omtort.
A stylish
ihoe thaCs
absolutely
romfaric.lle

8

THE

(

o.

rife

f

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfort a ble from
'he start.
The burninfr and arhln

S22JaiL2J

CAN you I5K AT THIS?
In the way of bakery products?

V)ith the

EL. PASO, TEXAS.

w. i). MniwcK.
Possengr Trartie Manager.
J. C. MclKiN UJ),
--

121

Railroad Awuu

111

Uf

Genl. l'aas. Agent.

AIUJAICU,

MEXICO,

b

ALBUQUERQUE

r.xr.r. vnrn.

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

ABOUT TOWN

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

suisciurmox rates.

Entered as

sccond-cla-

s

...95.00

50
60

matter at the rostoffloo of Albuquerque,

Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

andi-- r

N. M.,

Ttie only Illustrated dally newspaper In New SIcjIco and the best
medium of the Southwest.

THE AMU'Ql ETlQrE CITIZEX IS:
Ttie lend Imr Republican dally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."
THE

AI.RVQl-ERQl-CITIZEN HAS:
The finest equipped Job department tn New Mexico.
Tiie latrat reports by Associated Press and Auxiliary News Service.
E

"ve get

Tin: news

first.'
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Earnest A. Davis, of the local Pull
man oIpe, left last night for a pleas
ure trip to Los Angeles.
Mr. ana Mrs.
Bet Baker are
spending their honeymoon at the
Valley Ranch on the I'ecos.
Simon Hlbo, of the Isiho Mercnn
tile company of dr.iM and Laguua,
AI., Is visiting in San r rnricisco.
The local encampment of Odd Fel'
lows will hold a regular meeting to
night at their hall. Work in the
royal purple and refreshments.
A marriage license was issued today to Miss Harriet W. Huker and
Francis Mansfield, both residents of
Whlterlver, Ariz.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T,. Washburn, who
are sojourning on Nantucket Island.
are expected home next Monday on
ins California limited.
The sale was recorded yesterday of
lote 205 and 206, 'block 18, ArmJJo
Hros. atlflitlon. by William Jenks and
wire to Wm. N. Lawrence.
Louis Oumbiener and Harry Hoff
man returned to the city last night
rrora an outing spent at the Valley
Ranch on the Upper Rio Pecos.
Deputy Sheriff J. A. Montoya re
turned last night from the vicinity
of the San Mateo mountains, where
he went on olflclal business a few
days ago.
Dr. John B. Bcresford and mother.
of Melbourne, Australia, who have
been visiting In this territory for a
month past, passed through the city
today en route to New York.
Sheriff Harry Coddlngton. of Mc- Klnley county, and his bride paid a
Hying visit to Albuquerque this morning, arriving here on an early train
and leaving for Gallup on the flyer.
A called meeting of the presbytery
of the Rio Grande was held at the
Presbyterian church in this city this
morning. A number of ministers of
the presbytery attended and considerable business was transacted.
J. W. Mayner, charged with being
drunk on the streets last night, was
arraigned before Police Judge Craig
this morning and upon his pleading
guilty was fined $5 and costs. A friend
in need was at hand to pay his fine.
A petition was filed in the district
court today by Attorney M. E. Hickey.
secretary of the board of trustees of
the First Methodist church of Albu
querque, asking that the church be
allowed to mortgage certain property
tor tne purpose or raising jl.ouo to
complete the payment for the new
4,uuo parsonage.
Manager O. A. Matson. of the
Browns, makes the suggestion that
any one contemplating the trip to
Trinidad with the ball team, leave
his name at his store. If eighteen will
make the trip a special Pullman car
win be provided by the
railroad
company. The round trip fare is $1!.
Barnes should be tent in before
Thursday evening.
Abel Perea of Bernalillo, spent to
day in Albuquerque on business. Mr.
1'erea said that nearly 1.000 people
were in Bernalillo county recently to
attend the Matachines dance in honor of the fiesta of San Lorenzi.
Thj
costumes of the dancers were the
most brilliant seen In many years.
The recent rains have done much
good in the vicinity of Bernalillo and
crops are looking tine.
Mr. Perea
says wheat and alfalfa In particular
win make good yields but there will
hpJIMjo fruit.
At ft;ao o'clock last night occurred
the dead of Laura D. Cooper, the little daughter of Deputy U. S. Marshal
Harry Cooper, at the age of ten years
and eight months.
The little girl
died as the result of an operation for
appendicitis. By reason of her sweet
disposition and bright mind the lit
tle girl made a host of friends old
and young w ho will deeply mourn her
passing away. The funeral will take
place tomorrow irom the family residence, 609 West Gold avenue at 2
o'clock in the afternoon. Interment
in Falrview cemetery.
General F. J. Torrance and party
did not arrive in the city last night
as expected, but will probably get
here tonight. The visiting of tne
Hagan coal mines caused them to be
one day late In their arrival here. In
the party besides General Torrance
end several officers of the Santa Fe
Central are James Arrott and John
Hunter, of Pittsburg, capitalists interested in railroad enterprises; W.
L. Taylor, of Indianapolis,
Indiana,
formerly attorney general of that
state, also a capitalist; Walter Lyon,
of Pitsburg, former lieutenant gov
ernor of Pennsylvania; T. F. Duck
and E. P. Helsley, capitalists of Pitts
burg; w. A. Ktone, of Unlontown,
Pa.; Robert Law, a railroad promoter and capitalist now of Denver,
Colo., formerly of Pittsburg, and Mr.
Obernaur, also of Pittsburg, Pa.
Miss Jennie Lee Hedrick. of Amar
illo, Texas, who has been in this city
for the past several months as the
guest of her sister, Mrs. R. H. Collier, will leave this evening for her
home.
Miss Hedrick is a little black
eyed southerner and during her orlef
visit here, Bhe made many friends.
In fact, she did things to the hearts
of some of the masculine members
of the youngsters' social set and she
nas been one of the most popular
members of the "kid crowd" during
the summer here. Iist evening some
of the members of the. young
set
gathered at .the home of Mrs. Collier
and needless to say their coming was
not announced tn advance. It was a
genuine surprise
party an. Miss
Hedrick was given proof of her popularity.
In fact, she had gone to
spend the evening with Miss Jean
Hubbs and was decoyed to her sister's home only to find all the lights
aglow and a crowd of her young
friends waiting to receive her. A
lively time followed and the
little
Texas girl was given the most enjoyable evening of her stay in this
city. Among those who bade her farewell with regret were: Misses Jean
Hubbs, Gladys McLaughlin. Lillian
Hesseiden, Josephine Campfield. Janet Brlson, Jesse Mordy, Joe Mordy;
Charles Iemkpe, Kenneth
Heald,
Allen,
Walter
Charles Benjamin,
Chester Gobs, David Keller. Benson
Newell, Sidney Barth, J. M. Robbins,
Ijiwri'iice
Lee,
Skinner,
Herbert
Hugh Bryan. The young people
danced and played a variety of games
in which appropriate prizes were won
by Miss Jesse Mordy and
Chester
ioss. .Mrs. Collier and Mrs. Hubbs
saw to it that the refreshments were
not wanting in quality or quantity.
Miss Hedrick will take home with
her a pleasing Impression of Albuquerque and other tokens more or
less sentimental
from the many
menu with whom He passed an in
Ji'yable cummer.

..

One year by mnll in advance
One month by mull
One month by carrier within city limits

The papers of the Pecos valley are Just now engaged In a lively little
row.
In fart, they have been saying mean things about each other for some
The Citizen Is not fully enough informed upon the merits of the case
time.
one way or another to Ride with this, that or the other, but It can Judge to
tome extent at least by previous experience.
The Roswell Record, for Instance, Is continually hammering at other
papers in the valley and generally demonstrating that It would play the hog
If given hnlf a chance.
Knowing the Record for a rabid sort of a publication which gets its
pointers politically and otherwise from some rather peculiar quarters. The
Citizen does not blame the little Pecos Valley News for ruffling up its fur
and Ftanding pat.
The News says it has been compelled to fight in the past and that it intends to continue to fight Just as long as fighting is necessary.
The News stands out strong for its home town and home country and It
ays it does not intend to recede one inch from its position until Roswell and
Carlsbad agree to shake hands with Artesla, and quit with the honors even.
The whole world loves a game fighter and the News Is certainly putting
up a game fight.
About the ability of that portion of New Mexico which wants to become
Artesla county, to support itself, The Citizen can not say.
A bill to create Artesla county was lost in the shuffle during the last
legislature, but Editor Newkirk, of the News, says the bill Is not "tabled indefinitely" so far as Artesla Is concerned and never will be.
The Citizen does not like to see weak and struggling districts changed
.into counties because they should not cut loose from the parent counties unAt the same
til they are fully self supporting.
That needs no argument.-time If Artesla district, as her people claim, can support herself, then the
counties of Chaves and Eddy ought to give her a fair show.
At least the
few papers that are saying mean things, ought to be more considerate. '
As above stated The Citizen Is not fully enough Informed as to the merits
Jn the case one way or another, to express a decided opinion upon the matter
of Artesla county, but The Citizen can not help but openly express its admiration for the hearty way the News champions its cause and refuses to
be sat upon by tfe neighborhood papers.
Harmony is a mighty good thing In the churches, parties, newspapers
aund among human beings generally.
At the same time when harmony can not be had except by absolute and
humiliating surrender. The Citizen does not blame the News for planting Its
banner and hurling down the gaunlet.
Some of the spirit displayed by the News Is voiced in the following editorial, which was called forth by a recent editorial in the Roswell Record:
"It is all right to talk harmony among the Fecos valley papoj-a- , nd we
for one would Rke nothing better, but if Roswell and Carlsbad think that they
can persuade us to drop Artesla county in the Interests of such aforesaid harmony, they are barking up the wrong tree.
"We have been kicked and cuffed first on one side and then on the
We have ben sat down on and then like truth we rise eternal.
other.
We
asked for a bridge and it was promised ns and then both Carlsbad papers
against
It
went
and the proposition was voted down by Carlsbad.
We asked
one tier of townships from Chaves county and Instead of a civil answere we
were told by one of the bosses that we should not have 'a d
m foot.'
"In return for this we are to drop the only thing that promises us relief
'harmony.'
and work for
If we are to have harmony it will be as a county
seat and no other way.
Artesla has been doing her share toward building
up the valley and she will continue to do so, es one Item, Is there another
town in the entire Pecos valley that Is maintaining an exhibit at Amarillo?
Artesla Is.
Artesla asks only her rights.
She will get them and she will
play second fiddle to none."
Of all the words in the English language, the word "but" is probably
capable of the most evil, says the Washington Herald.
It Is a mean, sneaking, cowardly word, lending itself to detraction and Inferential slander.
The
man who uses it commits himself to nothing; he has uttered no untruths,
apoken no evil, formulated no charges, but ! Every one knows how the
"but" game works. A certain type of woman is very adept at it. "Yes, I
think Mrs. Blank is Buch a charming woman; so pretty and always so
and her home, why, it's simply beautiful, but " and there It stops.
All the praise that went before is thrown in only to lend additional force to
the beastly "but." Com!ng thus at the end of the sentence, followed by a
ponderous silence and often accompanied by a mean little tentative smile,
It is more damnatory of reputation and character than any outspoken slander
would be.
"Jim'a a valuable man at the office, isn't he?" "Jim? Well, I
should say so.
He does as much work as 'most any two men down there;
he doesn't drink and he's always on the Job, but " That's all. As soon as
the knell of the "but" sounds yon know that "Jim" Is a dead one. The worst
of it is that so prone are we to Judge ill of our fellow-ma- n
that that significant "but" leaves It to ourselves to figure out Just what the delinquency is.
kindly, generous. It would seem
If the man Is honest, patient,
that there is not much room left for large vices; but . And there you are!
That "but" implies something wrong, and the next time you look into the
smiling eyes of your friend that little word of three letters will ring in your
ears ana you can t help wondering to save your life what the particular skeleton in his closet may be. Give a dog a bad name and you might as well
hang him offhand. Use that word "but" Just once carelessly against a friend
ana you have done much to wound him in a vital spot. It is awful to con
template the ill that "but" can da. There Is, In reality, only one location
In which the word is used with absolutely good Intent, and in considering the
word at all it is well to remember this:
"Now abldeth faith, hope, and
cnaniy, mese tnree; Dut the greatest of thefce is charity."
well-dresse- d,

hard-workin- g,

It comes rather late this denial by Judge Rodev that he srnve out nn
Interview at Oyster Bay recently, to the effect that New Mexico was suffering
from graft and rotten political conspiracy.
Yet the denial even as late as
It has come, will have some effect In stopping the "holier than thou" comments of a few Arizona papers that are accustomed to pick up and publish
everything damaging to the fair name of New Mexico for the purpose of fos
tering an
sentiment in our sister territory.
The Citizen hopes that this
aeniai Dy judge Uwlty will be given equal publicity with that given his nl
leged interview.
The Interview as published in eastern papers at the very
111

time our new governor called at Oyster B iy, served to place Mr. Curry in a
very embarrassing position and injured New Mexico
The Associated Press
handled the story and it was sent to eve-- y nook and cranny of the United
says
Judge
Rodey
he did not make such a statement nor any stateState.
ment which could In any manner be so construed.
It is to be hoped he
never will have occasion to make such remarks about the territory that hus
given mm an ne nas.
Th selfishness of some parents is almost beyond belief, says an exchange.
Here is the story of a man who left his home in Ilttsburg twenty-tw- o
years
ego, intending io return the same day.
He forgot all about It and wandered
country
until suddenly he remembered that he had left the gas
around the
Durning.
tie went back home and found his baby daughter married and
carrying a baby daughter In her arms. Enraged at his daughter's wilfulness,
.now, that doesn t seem just right.
ine lamer Deal ner insensmie.
A dollar has nothing to say as to Its own morals.
Earned by honest toll,
Is an honest dollar, but its next breath may have a taint that makes the
Uoddess or Liberty hide herself back of the eagle when it Jingles in a contrl
button box.
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Milwaukee man has written to an Arizona postmaster for a collection
Newport should sit up and take notice.
of Arizona fleas.
Why not give
a cnampagne dinner for Arizona fleas.
A

We want to dispose of our low
shoes before th opening of the fall
season and have cut their prices ac
cordlngly. Some have been reduced
The Teddy bear shirt waist has taken Ike place of the
o
in
some a little less; 25 er
popular favor. It seems to be made by cutting out the threads between the cent Is about a fair average. They
are all stylish, up to date goods and
guaranteed to give satisfaction. ReaJ
The telegraph operators, who are striking, deerve credit for one thing our advertisement and examine our
windows. C. May's iihoe store, 314
mere nas itver ueen a more orderly strike in years.
nest Central avsnue.
peek-a-bo-

peek-a-boo-

s.
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Tt'IXDAY,

RAINS
Both Territories and Texas
Feel Effects of Heavy

Fall.
Gallup, N. M., August 20.
The heaviest rainfall this part
of the territory has experienced for
several years has fallen during tn
past 48 hours. It began raining Sun
day afternoon and has been raining
intermittently ever since the fall part
of the time being exceedingly hard.
The Rio Puerco of the west, which
heads In the hills east of this place
and runs through the west part of
the town, has been a swollen, raging
torrent since aundav night.
West of here the rainfall was fully
as heavy as here. The agent and
section men at the station of Fort
Defiance have notified the Santa Fe
officials that they will not longer occupy their present quarters, as the
building is in a dangerous condition.
The station house is built near the
mouth of a narrow canyon that Is
carrying a large volume of yellow
water.
At Manuelito, a small station fif
teen miles west of Gallup, the situation is equally desperate.
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Wet In i:i Paso.
A dispatch from
Paso this
El
morning says that It rained there last
night also. The telegraph wires are
heavy between here and there ac
cording to the operators, which Is an
indication that they were wet all tne
way.
Ben Dlgneo, foreman of the com
posing room of The Citizen, who returned last night from a month's vacation spent In the Jemez mountains,
says that it has been raining almost
every day In the mountains, and that
the country is thoroughly soaked,
much to the delight of the farmers
m 'i stock men.People who happened to bo in the
nearby mountains yesterday say that
it rained hard yesterday afternoon.
Tiie down pour In the city
had
very much the appearance of a river
in. the eastern part. Some of the
arroyas coming down from the mesa
carried big streams of water and several sidewalks In the Highlands were
badly covered with washed sand.
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We are Cutting Stock
and are Making a

it

Straight Discount of

i

20 Per Cent for Cash
HOME COMFORT during warm weather is given by the use of
cool prairie grass, reed, rattan and mallarca furniture, it looks
cool and inviting, and it feels cool and comfortable. When
your
home is furnished with an eye to comfort you needn't run away
from it in summer. You can find anything you need in summer

furnishings at our store.
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Hunter's
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Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers

Delight
A Good Gun

and

Ammunition

Ammunition By the Car Load
If you need anything in this line call or write to us

-

Our Prices Can't be Beat

I McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

HUBBS LANDS 1

BIG FIRE FIGHTING

1

F. H. Strom?

t

Arizona Soaked.
Wlnslow, Ariz., August 20. (Spe
cial) This place was visited yesterday and the day previous by a hard
rain that soaked pasture and filled
waternoies to the delight of the
stockmen, but has caused some little
uneasiness on the part of the road- mnsters of the local divisions of the
Santa Fe. The Little Colorado river
is badly swollen and threatens the
railroad in several places between
Holbrook and this place.

MANAGER

AlCiVST

IS SOAKED

BY DRENCHING

By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
W. S. STRICKLER
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MEN'S SUITS GET MARCHING

ORDERS

Our Men's Suit have received orders to move and move they must.
We'll make every one of them move at some price. It's good business on our
part. But, while a loss for us, it s

g
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(Continued From Page One.)

A GREAT SAVING FOR YOU

from the building Jump. Others are
rescued by the aerial ladder and still
others slide down life lines.
The
scene Is very thrilling and so very
real that one thfnks that he is witnessing a real fire. It is certainly
worth the money.
Among the fire horses the Porter
Fighting the Flames production has
with It are Dan and Con, the famous
team that took the world's prize Ht
Omaha against the Hale team from
Kansas City for fast hitching.
New Mexico Is going to have the
biggest fair ever this year.

.

If you were a Clothier, Sir, and had more suits on hand than you could possibly sell this season would you keep them over until next year and let them get
out of style and rusty besides losing the use of the money or sell them now ?
Sell them of course you would, so would any sensible Man.

That s Just What We're Going to

Do

Look over these price cuts and, if ever you expect to buy another Suit of
Clothes buy It HOW. It will be the best investment ever made.
STOLEN

FROM MAIL

SEE PRICES IN WINDOWS
ii

20.
Lincoln, Aug.,
Three
registered mail sacks containing about a quarter of a
million dollars disappeared
from a Burlington train between Denver and Oxford,
Neb., last Sunday night ana
postoffice officials have Just
made the fact public. The
train left Denver with seven
sacks and but four remained
when Oxford was reached.
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To show
ton vonr natn tree.
before you spend a penny
what my Pink Pain Tablets can do, I
will mall you free, a Trial Package of
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets.
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, PeWOMAN'S BODY IS
riod pains, etc., are due alone to blood
congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Headach
Tablets simply kill pain oy coaxing
FOUND IN SURF awav the unnatural Diooa pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.
Santa Monica. August 20. The
body of a woman, apparently about
as years old, was found In the surl
opposite the hotel Arcadia this
THERE ARE WOMEN
attempts
EVERYWHERE
All
at identification have
failed.
Who can tlify to1 the wonderful
The body Is fully clothed In gar merit of 1 Itixut UT's KWmiimcIi llltUTS
ments denoting that the dead woman when the system Is weak ana run
possessed some means. On the waist down, the blood in an Improverishe 1
band of the under garment was the
and nerves unstrung. Kvery
name "Moore," with the laundry mark condition
sufferer should therelore resuch
Shoes worn by the woman solve to get a bottle of
had been purchased at a store in
Riverside.
Hosteiter's
There were no marks of violence
on the body, which had been in the
Stomach
water but a short time.
T'll

you first

tain railroad system this morning
is that nobody was injured In
the
wreck of the fast passenger train
near Alicia, Ark., hist night. The
engine and dead head mall car and
car, neither
dead head passenger
containing anybody, left the tracks.
Traffic was temporarily delayed but
nrsi reports of the incident were
greatly exaggerated.
SiiimiiIm'I(' Printers.
Portland. I re., Auguat 20. A spec.
Missoula. Mont., says that
the reports (mm Kutte and Anaconda
are to the effect that the typographl
eal unions ut those places have re
fused to handle press matter that
comes by telegraph. The Associated
Press Is getting a condensed report
to those cities.
lal from
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE,

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

j j j

Andrew Jackson Chair
The historical "Old Hickory" Chair.
Light, comfortable, durable
and especially adapted to hard
service.

Bitters

ItKI'OItT OF WltKCKS

WAS ILY.MJC.KRATttD
St. Lrfiuls. Aug.. 20. An
official
statement from the office of the
general manager of the lion Moun-

ft.

at

C STOMACH

once.

For

51

years it has been
making and
keeping sickly
people well, and
won't fail In your
case. It will tone
strengthen
nd
the entire system
and thus cure
Kick HcadarlM--

Price . . . $2.75
ROCker

3.25

....

Come and see our line of
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE

,

CruiiiM,
Nauwa,
lieurt burn,
Imlip'htliin,
or
CoMivtui
lVmale Ills.
You'll find It
pure.

to match

ALBERT FABER
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

.... Staab

&

Building

2
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NARROW

A. J. MALOY
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Rebecca Picnic Ends Sorrow- fully-Brld- ge
Went Out
Vehicle.
Under

thing in the line of the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE.
CANNED FRUITS

R

and VEGETABLES

h

A full line always in

S

right
Our Prices ARE
i
x ou Know At
me gooaa

H
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Pleased People
Every Day at

X
5

8
8

Motel

5
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FREIGHT HOUSE THIEVES

ALDERMEN HELD REAL

JUT

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fc Restaurant

RED

Open Day and Night.

Architect Cristy Wants $750 for City
for Sewerage
Building Plans-Pla- ns
System Will Be Ready in September-Coun- cil
Roasts City Scavenger.

Meal at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
J

Much of Swag Is Recovered- -

One Suspect

C.

Escapes,

E. M. Rherrlll. charged with har
Uh tales of
"Oallup is all agog
boring stolen property, was arraigned
rain and shine, washouts and waterbifore Justice of the Peace George
spouts and adventure," paid a well
Craig this morning. The prisoner
known Carbon rity man this morn- pleaded guilty ar.d was bound over
ng. "We certainly bve been having
to the grand Jury under a $500
rain out our way. and pome of Gal- meeting of the city at a point midway between that place bond.
regular
At
the
In lieu of giving bond he was
ud'k society folk certainly got a council last night
a
considerable and Central avenue.
to the county Jail to await
committed
Itoosts) City Henvrnger.
ducking on Sunday and Sunday night. amount ot routine business was transCuiuil
The following is the report of the trial.
The Rebecca lodge or waiiup gave a acted and a number of complaints
Last night at about 10 o'clock Ofpicnic Sunday to the Milk Kancn, a heard. Those present at the meeting special committee appointed to Inves- ficer
Highbargain encountered Sher-rl- ll
nrettv place near
tort wingaie. were Mayor iMcKee, Aldermen illay-de- tigate the cause of the many comunder the Coal avenue viaduct
about twenty mile. from the town In
Hanley, Harrison, Learnard and plaints In regard to the nuisance of carrying
rifles
two new Winchester
the city dump and the hog pens of
the mountains. The day was bright Wllkerson.
up In a Denver Post. The
City Scavenger Mitchell and other wrapped
when the picnickers left town In the
Cost $750.
Plans
to
as
he
questioned
how
him
officer
morning and the going trip was fine.
The first matter considered was the kindred matters relative to the same: came in possession of the weapons
But, Oh, the coming back. That's a bill of Architect K. H. Cristy, of Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 17, 1907.
anand In view of the contradictory
different story.
50 for .plans and specifications for To the (Honorable City Council, City swers made by Sherrlll, took him to
of Albuquerque.
The sky clouded up about noon the proposed new city hall. City Atthe police station. The railroad ofand It began to rain almost before torney Hlckey, who at the last meetHonorable Wlrs: Your committee ficials were notified to see If any
the picnickers could gather together ing wa instructed to make a report duly appointed to Inspect and report freight had been stolen from cars or
their traps. Some were prepared for on the iiill, said last night that ac on the condition ot the dumping oft the platforms, it being at once
rain, but the majority were not. The cording to the city records the bill ground, and in regard to the office of suspected that Sherrlll had been robrain fell In torrents. It came so hard could not (be collected until the bond city scavenger, beg leave to submit bing the freight when he stated that
that rain coats were no protection. Issue of $30,000 had been authorized; the following report:
he was In the employ of the Santa Fe
e vlsted the dumping grounds ot as a "checker."
'
The road was slippery at first and that the plans were made with this
get
to
deeper
began
city
be
then the mud
and found the same to
understanding, and furthermore, thai the
Thief Worked nt Freight House.
and the nearer home the party got. the architect had toeen Instructed to very oeffnslve, if not unsanitary. We
A friend of SherrlU's, a young man
the deeper was the mud. Finally produce a bond guaranteeing that the also found that none of the refuse, by the name of Child, and a roomnight came on. Sump of the people building such as the plans provided trash, and filth and other garbage mate, who was a "sealer" in the
took shelter in one of the very few for could be erected for the stipulated from the city has been destroyed as freight department of the Santa Fe,
ranch houses to be found along that sum of $30,000 or less. The architect provided for In the scavenger ordi- protested that Sherrlll was not guil
particular road, lbut most of them had produced no such bond and un- nance, and all of such have been ty of theft and endeavored to estab
dumped upon the lish his reputation for honesty. Child
continued on. Finally the mud got der the circumstances his bill was not hauled
and
so deep that tome of the people had yet due.
At the next meeting the grounds; that there has not been was not held by the police as he was
to et out and walk. The horses- city attorney will report on whether erected any crematory for the ibum not suspected of complicity in crime
couldn't pull the wagons. Every ar- or not the city can be authorized to Ing and destroying of such refuse with Sherrlll at the time.
roya along the route was a ewoucu issue the necessary bonds at the pres and of dead animals as provided for
Found Box ltencntli Plntfomi,
A search was made In the freight
stream.
ent time and It was decided to lay In said ordinance, although said ordi
"The unfortunate pedestrians who over the matter of the Cristy bill nance has ibeen In perfect effect for yards for the box In which the rities
had to walk waded gallantly, through until that meeting.
almost two years; that present condi had been shipped, but It was not
the streams, though not without some
tions are unendurable and should be found. A box containing eix pairs
Plans for Stiver System.
however, was
little hesitancy. The night grew very
Mayor MeKee stated that the city changed at once. That the committee of men's drawers.
freight house
dark, and the situation was really engineer had Informed him. that the recommends that the city scavenger found hidden under the
'
Enough
evidence was
serious. The draws were so badly Plans and specifications for the pro be notified that ho must at once com- platform.
nor
holding
pedestrians
gathered
Sherrlll
did
to
warrant
swollen that the
posed new city sewerage system would mence the erection and construction
know what kind of a river they were be ready for the Inspection of the of a crematory for the destruction of as a suspect and he was locked up
walking into when their feet splashed council by the first meeting of Sep all such garbage, as provided in the In the city jail.
At 6:30 this morning Officers Ken
Into the water and there was water tember.
The city engineer was not ordinance, or else the olllce of the nedy
and Highbargain searched the
everywhere.
city scavenger be declared vacant for
person
present
In
by Chllds and Sherrlll
"One party had a very narrow es
3112, relative to the size
nonfulfillment of the duties of the of- room occupied
Ordinance
cane from bting drowned. Two men ut garbage boxes for the alleys, was fice and failing to comply with the at Mrs. Craig's, above the Futrelle
on
store
South Second
bv the name of Fee were crossing 'a p resented to the eltyVlerx ly Alder
requirements of his contract as enter- Furniture
bridge, when the structure went out man Hanley" rf the (Krect committee ed Into with the city; that until the street, and found there In a trunk 22
of trousers, twelve of which
city scavenger can erect crematory as lmlrs never
under their tiugsy carrying nurae as being ready for readings.
been worn; 25 neckties,
had
bucEV and men all down the stream
he Is required to .by his contract and some
city
lots
of
On
certain
matter
the
them brand new, 2 pnlrs of
of
The horse, which was owned by W. owned by H. B. Furgesson, who com by the city ordinance, that he be reham
was plained at the last council meeting quired to empty all loads of trash of ladles shoes, an
V. Kuckenbecker.
of Gallup,
and numerous other
drowned but the men escaped by that they were under fence without every kind and description that are merless revolver
part
a
of
merchandise,
of
swimming ashore.
The buggy was his consent, it was reported that the hauled to the city dumping ground articles were
new, besides $28.87 In
which
recovered the next day several hun man who owned the fences was will and that he refuse to allow any other cash.
dred vards down the stream with the log to take them down on demand persons to bring trash or garbage to
Clillds
dead anhnnl strangled in the harnes. and that he only put them up with said grounds to dump the same unalso has two trunks ot
"Some of "the picnic party did not the consent of a former owner of tho less they burn and destroy the same; theSherrlll
Wells-Farg- o
on
express office
morning
and property.
reach town till the next
as an that until he has been able to erect a which there are express charges of
are
used
lots
The
some of them had some very stirring alfalfa field and the owner of the al crematory he shall not permit either $16. A bill of 115 is owed to Mrs.
adventures."
falfa disclaims any intention of tres his own men or others to throw any Craig by the pair. Chllds has disapon
said
dumping peared
dead animals
passing.
not be found this
grounds, but all such shall be requir- morning and could
To Open Granite Avenue.
telegrams
Descriptive
' As
to the obstructions which at ed to 'be burned at some place allowby the railroad In the
out
sent
were
AND
WIFE
by
HUSBAND
present close Granite avenue, a pub ed
him. We further recommend hope of locating him somewhere
lie street, the city attorney advised that Mr. Mitchell's hog pens be kept I along the line.
that the street commissioner open by him so as not ten ,be offensive, or
Sherrlll "Soneals.
the highway as the obstructions were else he be required to move the same
This morning Sherrjll denied that
ARE POISONED BY
Illegal. A motion was passed autno from their present location where he stole the goods, but accused Chllds
listing
the , street commissioner to they are of great offense to the rail- of the theft. He said Chllds offered to
open the stfeet.
road and to all persons having to do give him half of the proceeds from
business In the railroad yards.
Central Avenue Crosslncs Had.
the sale of the rifles If he would car
up
Kespeetfully Submitted,
the
Alderman iLearnard brought
iy them to their room from a spot
Yj
T.
H.ANLK
of
the
CANNEOJEEF
of
the bad condition
matter
under the viaduct where he had hid
THOMAS W1LKERSOX,
(!en them. He was in the act of car
railroad crossing on Central avenue.
A. Y. HAYDEX.
rvlng the weapons from this hiding
The tracks at this point are in places
Special
Committee.
several Inches above the road and a
tlace to the room when he was
report
unanimously
was
adopt
Highbargain
to
The
by Officer
damage
the
stopped
cause
constant
One Victim Brought to City wheels of vehicles,of be.'ldes making ed.
was
Sherrlll said the merchandise
In view of the good work perform stolen from freight cars and from
Persons living
travel uncomfortable.
For Treatment-Narro- w
He
de
was
platforms.
ed
freight
complainIt
Health Oificer Frank Quler,
house
the
in the Highlands have long
ed against the condition of the tracks voted to retain him in his present nles that he participated in the act
Escape.
ual stealing.
at this crossing. A carriage repairer position for the month of September.
Sherrlll came here a short time
In the city says that his revenue a3
ago
from Demlngeand previous to
the result of damage done to vehicles
lived in Oklahoma. He Is a Ken- crossing
that
avenue
NOTES
Mrs. A. S. Drown, of Thorcau, N at the Central
TERRITORIAL
FAIR
tuckian by birth, small and frail o
a year. The
M., was brought to the St. Joseph amounts to about $2,000
stature nnd 29 years of age. He pro
street committee was Instructed to
hospital here last evening on train confer with the Santa Fe officials retested that he had been drinking or
first of the southwest teams he would not have had anything to
No. 8 suffering severely from pto garding the improving of the cross to The
to
an
entry
come
with
the
forth
do with the stolen goods.. None of the
ing.
malne poisoning.
territorial fair base ball tournament goods stolen seem to have been con
Cement Walks.
Is
Is
Ariz.
Prescott,
coinOn Sunday ilr. and Mrs. Brown
Prescott
signed
to merchants of this city. A
The usual number of complaints ing, with the record of having van
board in the package in which Sher
dined on canned cornbeef purchased against
ho are backward in quished every
aggrebase
other
tall
rill was carrying the rifles bore the
bujldlng sidewalks In front of their gation In southern Arizona.
at the store of the Horabin-McGaf-fe- y
name A. Holbrook
with an Arl
heard.
Street Comcompany at Thoreau, and Imme- property were
zona address.
Tierney stated that
Martin
missioner
diately after eating the meat became all the cement sidewalk contractors
Tne running race card arranged
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
deathly sick at their stomachs. Mr. were rushed with business and had for the big fair shows purses aggrethe bowels and
Brown, who Is station agent for thw cod tracts for work far ahead, which gating $2,150. cut up Into thirteen acts gently upon system
of cough
Santa Fe at Thoreau, crawled to the fact accounted for the delay in many races. The iblggest purse offered for clears the whole
promptly
relieves In
colds. It
keys and telegraphed to Gallup for cases. In some instances the contrac- a single race Is $400 offered for the and
flam-natiand allay
of
the
throat
physician
at tors, while ibelng awarded the con- Albuquerque Derby, which will be run
Dr. Burr, the Santa Fe
that plaee. Dr. Burr arrived in tract to build certain stretches of on Thursday. The distance is one Irritation. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly
miles. The fourth Co.
Thoreau on the first train from the sidewalk, were asked not to be In and
o
west and found Sir. and Mrs. Brown any hurry to do the work. Mr. Tier- day program, will contain one $200
Polishes and dressings for black,
ages.
adIn a precarious condition.
After
ney was asked to get a list of the race for all govern The rules are the tan,
white, plnK. blue and
ministering to them Sunday night, Dr. property owners who had not con- same that
the Colorado cir- gray brown,
shoes at C. May'a Shoe store
Burr realized that only the best of tracted to have walks built, from the cuit.
avenue.
Central
$14
West
care would save his patients, especial- contractors, in order that the names
ly Mrs. Brown, so he ordered that of the persons who are deliberately
Endorsed by the County.
Indigestion
and Dyspep'
for
Kodol
the woman be brought to the hos- avoiding the issue may te learned.
"The most popular remedy In Otse- sia is a prenaratlon of vegetable acid
go
my
- Pou-lutl- .
pital here. She was put aboard train
county,
the
best
of
friend
and
IsHoles in Walks .Must
and contains the same juices found
No. 8 and arrived here last evening.
A complaint as to the many holes family," writes Wm. M. Dletz, editor In a healthy stomach.
It digests
An ambulance met the train and car- in sidewalks In different parts of the and publisher of the Otsego Journal, what you eat. Sold by J. H. O'Riel
ried her to the hospital. It was re city was made. These holes are not Gilbertsvllle, N. Y., "is Dr. King's ly & Co.
ported at the hospital this afternoon oniy a source of danger to pedestrians New Discovery. It has proved to be
an infallible cure for coughs and
that she would recover.
but may also be the cause of dam- colds,
making short work of the
The latest report from Thoreau age
being brought against the
was to the effect that Mr. Brown was city. suits
worst of them. We always keep a Consult
a Reliable Dentls
recovering.
In
bottle
the house. I believe It to
The ordinance on gambling licenses be the most
prescription
valuable
A little boy about eight years old and the one in regard to having .barwas the only member of the family rels and fire buckets on the Coal known for lung and throat diseases." Full Set of Teeth
that did not suffer from the poison. avenue viaduct were each given a sec- Guaranteed to never disappoint the Gold Illllng
$1.50 up
Price 60c and
tker, by all druggists.
ond reading.
$
Gold
Crowns
free.
bottle
$1.00.
Trial
TO SHEEPMEN.
Cold
Got
Council
o
'
Painless Extracting.. .50c
It Is evident that sheep raisers
Ulayden, a member of
Alderman
must soon own their own grazing the special committee appointed to
For an Impaired Appetite.
Improve the appetite and ALL WOIIK AnsOLFTFLY GUAR
To
land. There are very few solid tract look into the matter of sites for the
ANTEED.
with perfect title. I offer 2,600 acre proposed public playground reported strengthen the digestion try a few
grazing tract, on Cebolleta Grant; on the proposition offered by H. B. doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Deor
H.
Mr.
J.
adjoining,
Tablets.
of
Seltz.
acres
Liver
winter
5.000
also
Furguswm. The Idea of this is that
"They restored my
grazing, with valleys producing fine he
would donate three of four acres troit, Mich., says:
corn, etc., without irrigation.
when Impaired, relieved me
of land for a playground If the city appetite
feeling
M.
of
N.
a
bloated
L. B. PRINCE. Santa. Fe.
and caused a
would ibuy the remainder of the propand satisfactory movement
erty at the rate of $500 an acre. There pleasantbowels."
Price 25 cents. SamIs about twenty-fiv- e
acres in the plot of the
for sale. The council immediately ples free. All druggists.
got cold feet on this proposition and
DHS. COPP and PETTIT.
One pint mineral water cures and ROOM
matter.
12, N. T. AKMIJO IlLDG
groprevents
Of Clothing. Shoes. Hats, Under- took no action in the ('iimil-aHiyour
constipation.
Ask
.
May Sue Account
wear, Ladies Skirts and Waists, now
cer
it.
for
regard
complaints
made
to
In
the
going on at the Cash Buyers Union. concerning
exxxxx
the ltarelas acequia, the
All remaining summer goods must
attorney
city
reported
that the comcost.
regardless
be sold
of
The
Parisian
of the acequia had 'been
About 60 pair of Ladies Oxfords, missioners
to shut off the water or stand
former price $1.25. $1.50 and $2 to advised
brought
by the city against
a
suit
go at $1.00 per pair.
a nuisance.
ofT them for maintaining
3
All Children's Oxfords
$2.00 The city attorney also reported that,
120 South Fourth St.
Mens $2.75 Oxfords
unsightly
In
ruin
of
the
the matter
$1.60
Mens $2.00 Oxfords
on
building
Albright
Third
of
the
1.25
Boys $1.75 Oxfords
Hair Drcislnf
Fclal Massage
power to
no
20 per cent discount on all mens street, 'the city had
Shimpoolaf
Eleclrolosls
compel the ruins to be removed unand boys Suits.
Scalp TrcstmtDl
Maolcuriag
20 per cent discount on all mens less the standing walla were proved
Chlldrea't Hair Cutting
a menace to the safety of the public,
and boys trousers.
89c or in some way were adjudged a nuisBig lot mens sample shirts
We manufacture all
kinds
Mens silk finish 50c undershirts. . 35c ance.
tho Serious Consequences of
of Ladles' Hair Goods. ComCut Hie Weeils.
Groceries.
Pomparegard
Switches,
plete
weeds
line
of
of
cutting
In
to
the
Xb
per
15c
Good pkg coffee
dours, Puffs, Wigs. etc.
lots It was considered
25c in vacant
EYE STRAIN?
35c M. & J. Coffee, per tb
We carry a complete line
Good quality canned peaches, grapes, whether or not property owners could
Alleen Berg's Celebrated
of
compelled
cut
weed
be
not
to
the
plums and green gages ..15c can
possessions
all
is
above
the
Creams and Tonics, which are
The city Priceless
60c before they went to seed.
75c Tea
lleud-uclieti
especially prepared for this
If you suffer from
0c attorney was instructed to determine Eyesight.
60c Tea
climate. Your patronage Is re-- ,..4 5c what was legal to be done In this re
after using the eyes for a perGal. Best Syrup
spectfully solicited.
gard.
25c
Walker Bakers Cocoa
iod, or If you have poor vision, SFE
Xew Arc IJgliUi.
17 lbs sugar for $1 with a Grocery
Eyes
US.
HonTested,
Your
an
and
Upon the recommendation of Al
Order.
Mr, and Mrs. James Slaughter,
two new street est Opinion as to their needs FKKE
derman Harrison
CASH IirYETt'S UNION,
lights
were authorized to lie placed
123 X. Seoond St.
Proprietors
O.
one at the corner of Twelfth street
und New York avenue and the other
Ill Central Ave. Phone 433.

s
g
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Roller Rink
;A..vrs.-

V,.

.'f-.fl

.

Mi
-

.r

s

.

r

v

km

j

Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays
and Sundays, 10 to 12 a. in., 2 to
5 p. in., 7:30 Co 10:30 p. m.
Friday Nlghu lleservcd for Private Skating Parties.
Admission, Including Skates,

IjAIIKS IitEE.

C. F. Allen
Cornices,' Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage
Tanks, Hot

Galvanized

a

Air

Tin

r

furnaces,
Roofing,

Guttering, etc.

Jobbing

General

305 West Gold
-

of Amusement

Crystal Theatre
Corner Second St. and Ijrad Ave.

Program:

r

KING OK I)OI,UKS

Tit AMPS.
KtrangiT Fiigngement
VOY.UiK AKOl'Xl THE STARS
GKAITKUS
Songs:

JI ST

HIXWI SK I LOVE YOC
The Great Indian Song.

so

PCAVXEE,

J. It. SCOT1I,

MunIcuI Director.

ADVERTISEMENTS
IM THE
ALBUQUERQUE
1- -

OF

-

VIADUCT

ooccoooococoo

N. M.

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
Orders Given .
and Delivered.
Prompt ttention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Out-of-tow-

to9-i- il

Tel. 480

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

cooexooooooexxra

THE VALLEY RANCH
In a hurry, wire
at Glor-lot- a,
what train you will take and corna on up.
you.
to GlorletA Is S5.00; the stage fare to tlie
rate nt the ranch la $8 per week.
that you have a good time. The Ashing Is

If yon want to get to a cool place

X. M., telling us
Our wagon will meet
II10 round trip fare
ranch is $1 and the
We will try to see
good.

THE VALLEY RANCH

Pecos, New Mexico

Whose Fault Is It?

The plan of your new house may
ba correct, but unless you have good
building material you're going to bo
disappointed "Thafa What!" "Ifa
up to you" to insist that every atlck
of lumber that goes Into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
every time.
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Phone 8

Corner Third and Marquette

pjixms

Try.

These Are
Carriage
Buying

on

Days

one-quart- er

Dig

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices

1

enjoy the cummer months? If you
enlcle
Do you Intend buying
buy an expensive vehicle
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to
incomes.
we have many good styles within the range of modest
Stanhopes,
Surreys and Spring Wagons of
Top Buggies, Runabouts,
away
you
Com
not
and see
rich.
are
stay
because
all kinds. Don't
us.

Albuaueraue Carriage

Corner First ana rijeras Roao.

Do You Realize

WM. DOLDE

C. H. CARNES,

D.

SPENDING
TOO MUCB MONEY?
A certain man opened a checking account
with us not long; ago. He deoosited in the
and paid all bills
Bank what cash he had,
by check. Before long-- , he discovered that he
was earning enough and spending too much.
His checking- account gave him a complete
record of all receipts and expenditures. To-tathis man is saving regularly because he
opened a clucking account wi'h us. You
can have the same experience at no expense.
WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT
-

y,

Beauty Parlors

IflllllTIIIIIIIlIIIIITIIl

Co.

IWiiiniBawssWIsssTsMsss- r-

Cut Price Sale

CITIZEN

HELP YOUR
BUSINESS

ALBUQUERQUE,

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

$8

45 Minutes

Proprietor

"

SOUTH

'

opex.

1 '

E. SUNTAAGG,

We have the only planing mill In the southwest that la equip
ped to moke Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures or
anything that a first class planing mill Is expected to do at reasonable prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill
work.

Iver-Johns-

:

UnderSavoy Hotel

5DCCK0COC0C0
superior Lumper ana mm uo,

n.

stock
n

v.uv. i ivi;.

CITY INTEREST

"

any-

CITIZEN.

ESCAPE

FROM DROWNING

214 Central Avenue

The place to get

E

PEOPLE

EVENING

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

BIMMMHIIIIIHI

IIMIIMHIHIIIII
IV.

f irn
Livery
Wel fcller Avenue.

1

311-31-

3

PATTERSON
1

it i i rc 1 1 n jj

AUtf yiEIigt'K, NEW MEXICO.

i--

3 1f

t

:

I
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Telephone 87.

Citizen Want Ads for Results

I

r.xc.F.

ALBUQUERQITE

six.

LARGEST

CITIZEN.

IN

HISTORY
Mine

In Arizona

Exceeded
Records In Output
Last Month.

r.isbep,
Ariz.,
2 ft.
August
The
mouth of July witnessed the largest
production of ore from the Shnttuck
mine In Its history, the dally average
tit the end of the month bolng Increased to nearly 400 tons dally. Of
this 200 tons of sulphide was shipped
to the smelter nt Globe. The remaining 200 tons of oxide was shipped to
the Copper Queen smelters at Douglas. The new boiler Is about ready
for use and in all probability the production will be null further increased. The east extension of the drift
on the 900 level is still In sulphide
ore, running about 4 per cent.
The Calumet & Arizona is opening
up the ore body which was found
on the !50 level of the Irish Mag
claim. Work nt the smelter
in
Douglas is progressing rapidly. The
steel frame for the new power house
is practically complete, while the
blower and engine and new condenser and new circulating pumps have
been placed on
their foundations.
The ore shipments from the mine are
exceeding the consumption of the
four furnaces now In operation anil
the ore is being stockpiled at the reduction works. With shipments from
the Hoatson and Colo shafts Increasing materially there Is every reason
to believe that another stack will
soon be blown in.
Work Progressing.
At the Junction shaft of the Superior and Pittsburg work on the relay pumping station is progressing
very satisfactiiily. The timbering is
nearly completed and the station will
soon be ready for the pumps. Shipping is being continued from the
mopes on the 900 level of the Junction and the vigorous development
of the ore body found on the 1,100
level will be commenced as soon as
the pump is Installed on this level.
Drifts have been started on the Hoat-no- n
shaft north, east and couth from
the main station drift, but as yet
there has beer but little development
work done on It. Stoplng has been
commenced on the 1,100 level and
he Hoatson shaft has been placed
with the shippers.
The new compressor at the
Is being Installed and it
is expected that it will be in operation some time this month.
It is expected that regular shipments will be commenced from the
some time the present
month. Recently a round of shots in
on
the 1,100 opened up a
the drift
full face of ore much nearer the
shaft than was anticipated. Development on this level will be pushed
Deran-Arlso-

na

TTFSDAV. ArrU'ST

I will ms.ll you fT, t prove merit,
samples of my Dr. Snoop's Restorative, and my Book on either Dyspepsia, The Heart or The Kidneys.
Trouble of the Stomach, Hsart or
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
Jeepor ailment.
Don't make the
common error of treating symptoms
inly. Symptom treatment la treating
the result of your ailment, and not
Ihe cause. Weak Stomach nerves
the Inside nerves mean Stomach
weakness, always.
And the Heart,
and Kidneys as well, have their controlling or Inside nerves.
Weaken
these nerves, and you Inevitably have
weak vital organs.
Here Is where
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made Its
fame. No other remedy even claims
to treat the "Inside nerves."
Also
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
or complexion, use Dr. Rhoop's Restorative.
Write me todav for sample and free Book. Dr. fihoop,
Wis. The Restorative Is sold by
all dealers.
HAIR IMIKSSKU AXD CIIIKOPO-LIST- .

LOOKING FOR A REAL CHAMPION

IS

PRODUCTION

EVENING

WITH AM PIK MR.WS
AXD t'XSURPASSED

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

extends to depositors every proper accommodation
axd solicits new accounts.
CAPITAL
SOLOMON

.

group Is regarded as a valuable one,
notice rou rriJLICATION.
and has been favorably reported up- Department of the interior, Land Of- on by eminent mining engineers. The
lice ut Santa Fe, N. M.
ores of the group are sulphide, carryAugust 19, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Desi-deii- o
ing a heavy percentage of su'phur
Carabajal,
of Atrlsco, N. M.,
and Iron and making an ideal
has filed notice of his Intention to
ore for smelting.
make final l e year proof in support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
XOTKK 1X)K Pl'IlMCATIOV.
No. 7260, made September 29, 1902,
for the E
NE V4 B M SE , SecDepartment of the Interior, Land Of- - tion
30. Township 11 N, Range 2 W
llce at Santa Fe. N. M.
and that said proof will be made beAugust 19, 1907.
W. H. H. Otero, U. S. court comNotice Is hereby given that Cres-encl- o fore
at Albuquerque, N. M., on
Martin, of Cabezon, N. M., has missioner,
October 5, 1907.
filed notice of his Intention to make
names
He
the following witnesses
final five year proof In support of his to prove his continuous
residence upclaim, viz: Homestead Entry No. on, and cultivation
of, the land, viz:
8221. made January 24, 1905, for the
y
Annya,
Juan Baca
Romulo Chavlots 7 and 8, Section 30, Township ez, Juan Caslas, Donaciano
Tapia, all
16 N., ltange 6 W.. and that said of Atrlsco, N. M.
proof will be made before H. W. S.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Otero. U. S. court commissioner, at
Register.
Albuquerque, N. M., on October 6,
1907.
He names the following witnesses
Kczcma.
to prove his continuous residence upFor the good of those suffering
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
eczema
or other such trouble, I
with
Francisco Montoya, of Bernalillo, wish to say, my wife had something
N. M.; Eugenlo Chaves, of Bernalillo, of that kind and after using the docN. M.; Elias Montoya, of Sandoval, tors' remedies for some time conN. M.: Jose Chavez, of San Mateo, N. cluded to try Chamberlain's Salve and
M.
It proved to be better than anything
MANUEL It. OTERO,
she had tried. For sale by all
Register.
self-Muxi-

,

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

capHai 2nd surplus, $icu,ooo

INTEREST

ALLOWED
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SAVINGS
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DEPOSITS
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BS2SSEBEI

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

OrriCKRa AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLD8
Preaidaal
M. W. FLOURNOT
vie.
FRANK McKKB
f.Caahlar
R. A. FROST
AUtnt Caahler
H. I RATNOLDi
Dlraetor

u. a. omfoaircmrr

Dr. King's
New Discovery
OLDS

O. E. CROMWELL.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

CURE the LUNGS

OQUCHS

j. c. iialdridge,

A. M, DLACKWF.LL

Anthorlied Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplua and Profit

WITH

WIS

.T. JOHNSON,
Assistant Caliler.

william Mcintosh,

KILL the COUGH

FflB

W.

Vice lYcsiricnt nml Cnslilor.

Tho Limit of J Ale.
The most eminent medical scientists are unanimous In the conclusion
that the generally accepted limitation of human life Is many years below the attainment possible with the
advanced knowledge of which the
race is now possessed. The critical
period, that determines its duration,
seems to be between 50 and 60; the
proper care of the body during this
decade cannot be too strongly urged;
carelessness then being fatal to longevity. Nature's best helper after 50
Is Electric Bitters, the scientific tonic
medicine that revitalizes every organ
of the body. Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c.
Doan's Regulets cure constipation,
tone the stomach, stimulate the liver,
promote digestion and appetite and
easy passages of the bowels. Ask your
druggist for them. 25c a box.

AND

Lt'NA, President.

W. S. STRICKLF.lt,

at her parlors
Alvarado and next door to
cafe, is prepared to give
scalp treatment, do hair
treat corns, bunions and Innails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Rambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion,
and is
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out: restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of the
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
There's nothing so good for a sore
throat as Dr. Thomas' Eclectric oil.
Cures It In a few hours. Relieves any
pain in any part.

ahead as rapidly as possible. The ore
averages 15 per cent.
l'avornblo Pros-portIn 25 working days of two shifts
each the shaft on the BUbee Extension
Co.'s property,
six
situated
miles west of the city, was sunk
62 H feet, bringing It to the 370 level.
A formation of limestone was entered, which la broken in places, and
locks very favorable. Prospecting on
the surface along a fault about 100
feet north of the shaft shows much
copper etaln with a wide brecclated
z(ne that looks well. A compressor
ts to be Installed this month and the
management will push the north and
s uth drifts as rapidly as possible
when water level Is reached.
Tombstone District.
A big mining deal
which Is of
much importance to the Tombstone
district and particularly to Gleeaon
and other Dragoon range of mounrecently
tains, was consummated
when the Calumet gc Arizona Co. of
llisbee secured a bond on the property of the Leadvllle Mining Co. In
the Turquoise raining district The
bonding figure of the property is not
officially stated, but It Is understood
to be 300,000. The Ieadville Co. is
capitalized at $600,000.
and the
transfer is made on a basis of 60
cents per share.
The Leadvllle

$130,000.00

OffloPM and Directors:

oppo-

site the
Sturges'
thorough
dressing,
growing

FACILITIES

-- THIS-

ra-cln- e,

Mrs. Ramblnl,

im.

20,

I600.SII.H

I259.000.tfl
Depository for Atchison, Topcka ft Santa Fe hallway Company

PRICE
an.
iim

i

Trial Bottle Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR, MONEY HEFUNDED.

A BANK FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
2nd and Caid

2nd and Cold

SeeHim Pull Leather!

!

Whoop-e-e-e-- e

THE BIG FAIR
New Mexico's

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Annual
Territorial Fair Association
Twenty-Sevent- h

Wholesale Grocers

7
to
12
OCTOBER
AL11UQUERQUE. NEWINCLUSIVE
MEXICO

Wool, Hide and Pelt Deale rs

Wild West in the Real West

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Broncho

Busting

I

Bucking Bulls

Best riders in the territories,
among the cowmen, will attempt
to break a bunch of "outlaw'
horses

Though plenty attempt it, not
one buster in a thousand can stay
on a real bucking bull

Relay Racing

Native Sports

Exciting five-mil- e
contests by the
most nimble riders and mounts
in the southwest

"Gallo" racing, "Palitto" or native
"shinny", pony and burro races,

A

Continuous

Carnival

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
5

Dangerous

Deeds

and

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ESTABLISHED

THE WHOLESALE

y

Fun

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

CROCER

Carries the largest and Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple
Groceries
In

Fool-Hard-

1171.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
the Southwest

i

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

RAILWAY RATES. HALF FAR1S OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
President

rlELUBLI."

L. B. PUTNEY

etc., etc.
of

OLD

'

J

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
- Th telephone makes the
lighter, the cares
and the worries fewer.

.do tie

you NEt

Tlie
telephone
preterree
your health, prolongs year tlie
and protects your home.

lesa

a telephone: in yont iiomr

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
OitOVJVJmoaGaoavmvmoaomo

m

OcotJOtXJsytXJOOwJOOooaS

Tuesday, august

ALBUQUERQUE

iot.

20.
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CITIZEN.

DIAMOND ATHLETES WILL CLASH

(G 1L

FOR FIRST TIME IN TOURNEY

;n setEx.

IF!

i
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Ads Reach More People Daily Tlian You Can vee in a MontK

Tlfoese
it

WANTED

FOR RENT

9

iliimiiiiiiiiiitX

XV.

R.R.

o.

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

WANTED Good carpenters, waiters
TICKETS BOUGHT, SOLD
and waitresses; also good cooks,
AKQ EXCHANGED
for small crews; good wages.
1 grocery
Can furnish an
Attoelatloa Offlot
clerk, from the east, first class ref
Ttin$ttlons
erences, good personal
appearance.
On the ground now.
Oolbtirn's
1 18 W. R. R. Ave
ROSEKFIEID'S,
Employment Agency
109 West Silver Ave.
Phone 4 SO
WANTED A competent girl to do
cooking and part of housework.
ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
Good wages to right party. Apply
at this office.
--W- BUREAU
WANTED by young lady, not an in
valid, board and room In private
Protestant family. Reference fur206 B. Second Street
nished.
WANTED A washwoman
at 324
Wanted-- Ar
Once, Servant 6irl
South Edith street.
WANTED HIGH OLASS PROPOSI
TION Life Insurance agents wanted In all parts of New Mexico by a
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
Legal Reserve company. Splendid
contract for good men.
Call or
FOIl SALE.
write M. F. Sherfesee, 324 South
Four room adobe houae
Edith street, Albuquerque.
and about an acre of
WANTED Three bell boys at th
line garden land, V.
Alvarndo hotel.
$ 800
Central avenue
WANTED r You can. get it through
room Iioup, four
Three
this column.
lot.H,
North
Fourth
WANTED To buy ail kinds of 1,000
street
hand furniture. Scheer & Warllck,
Three room house and
20o East Central avenue.
an acre of land, three
409
miles north of town..
WANTED A good delivery horse.
Three room house, ftir
Scheer & Warllck. The New Furni'
eompletp,
nlshed
two
ture Store, 206 East Central ave
good horses, spring
nue.
wagon and one acre
WANTED Ctrl for general rrbuse
S00
land
of
work.
Cook preferred.
Good
room house, West
Six
wages. Mrs. A. B. McGaffey, 1123
New York avenue... 2,500
Tijerns nvenue.
FOR SALE
Six room house. West
WANTED Ladies desiring Millinery
Marquette avenue . . , 1,800
at less than cost to call on Ml-sFOR SALE Second hand bugty and
FOIt NEXT.
512
Crane,
North
Second
street.
cart, also nice pony. W. 11. Mo- Millinery and dressmaking parlors,
room brick house,
Six
Milllon. 211 West Gold avenue.
also apprentices wanted.
bath,
cellar,
Fourth
FOR SALE Iron safe, new. Inquire WANTED Capable
wnrd
$20.00
to
salesman
at this office.
In
Apartments
flats,
llooe
cover New Mexico with staple line,
two to fix rooms, modFOR SALE At a bargain, furniture
high commissions with 100 monthrooming house. Must
ern conveniences, $10 to 20.00
of a
ly advance. Permanent position to
Four room brick liotiso,
South
sell at once. Apply 217
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., Dehath, cellar, Fourth ward 23.00
Second street.
Michigan.
troit,
Seven room brick house,
FOR
SALE Five-roomodern
modern, furnished or unhouse, most fashionable district irj
LOST
FOUND
furnished, close In.
city. Cheap If sold at once. B. N.
Three rooms
'ar lighthouse-- 15.00
Citizen.
LOST An opportunity If you did not
W'ii:.- - .ioho In
use these columns.
FOR SALE OR RENT A newly
room
Five
house, South
built house, with 150 feet front
Pocket ibook with two keys
15.00
Second mreet
ground. Inquire 915 North Sixth LOST
on ring. Finder return to Citizen
Five room frnme. First
street. Owner.
office and receive reward.
20.00
ward
FOR SALE A first class unused FOUND Through The Albuquerque
ticket to the City of Mexico and
Citizen.
care FOUND
return. Address "Ticket,
Gold
watch
chain and
Citizen office.
215 W. st Geld ire.
charm. Owner can have same by
FOR SALE Some people prefer to
property at this office.
proving
pay 5 per cent agents commission
on their sale, others advertise lit
When you want to buy, sell,
this column.
rent or exchange
COK SALE Half Interest in established poultry business. Bred-to- Lay Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.
FOR SALE Special low rates. To
Chicago, St. Louis and
Kansas
Keep busy until you find
City. One way or round trip tic
kets furnished In any part of the
United States. Low rates to Call- fort.la. See us It 4 U buy. Moore's
Ticket Office. 113 Central avenue
Member American Ticket Brokers'
214 W. Gold Ave.
Association.

FOR RENT Light, airy well-fu- r
nished rooms for rooming or light
All rooms opening
housekeeping.
on the outside. Price, $1 per week
up.
House, 52
Minneapll
and
South Second. A. T. Dsvjra, Proprietor.
furniahed
RENT Pleasant
FOR
room to lady in good health. 628
South Arno street.
FOR RENT 'Any number of rooms
furnished to suit tenant. Also five
room cottage nicely furnished, with
piano. Apply 110 East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnish
ed front rooms, near business center; rates reasonable.
Corner
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT Several small cottage
all nicely furnished for housekeep
ing.
J. B. Block, Jemex Hot
Springs, N. M.
FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable: no Invalid!). Hotel Craign.
Silver avenue, between First and
Second streets.
FOR RENT More people who need
a house, a room or a rancn, win
see this ad today, than even a real
estate agent could Interview In a
long time.
cot- and
KENT 3.
FU
tngey. well located, furnished or
Lloyd Hunsaker, 205
unfurnished.
v. uold avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished four- room brick collage, modern, close
in. Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 W. Gold

'5
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OPPORTUNITIES

BUTTERNUT

M. SIIEIMDAX, M. D.

Occidental

life

Teleplone,

Look for the Label

Itnlldlng.

French Bakery Co.

886.

Rooms

riiyslolans

and

Snr- -

ORKKN FRONT,
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 5 Harnett Building.
Oflico hours, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and
to 8 p. in.

Cincinnati.

O.,

August

20.

From fastest man In the game.

The New

oftentimes become engaged in heated arguments relative to the best
thrower, fleetest runner, etc., tout to
no avail; as the actual tests were always lacking.
At last, however, an attempt will
be made to set all speculation at rest
for the present, at least. A Beries of
such contests have been planned to
be held in this city Bowler's day,
September 10. Each club In the
country is invited to send Its best
man for each event, and the occasion
promises to 'be unique In the history
of the game.
dollars and a gold
One hundred
medal each are to ibe given the player making the longest throw; longest "iungo hit;" most accurate throws
from the plate to second base, best
time circling the ihases and best time
to first base after laying down fair
bunt.
Fasted Men.
Naturally the srreatest Interest centers in the contests of speed. Many
are the claimants for honors. St
Louis fans believe Harry Nlles is the

PERFECTS

-

I,'
V

INVENTION

Phoenix, Ariz., August 10. A few
days ago, Engineer J. D. Standard
of the reclamation service left Phoenix for the east, going first to Chicago, where he went to complete the
model of an invention that he has
Just patented. This Invention Is one
of the greatest marvels of the age.
He calls it a gyrnscope and it is operated by electricity.
The Instrument consists of a number of glass globes, each globe being
encircled by a large globe. The outside globe is of gold or aluminum,
and on this globe is painted a map
of the world. In the inner globe
there is a needle, or pointer, which
points to certain spots on the world
when set. This, in a few words, dealthough
scribes
the Instrument,
there are many minor workings of a
very delicate character attached.
The purpose of the instrument is to
to
take the place of the compass andsea.
aid In the navigation of the
Navigators are now forced to take
the latitude and longitude at noon
every day, and when a ship runs for
several days through a fig it is very
likely to stray from Its course.
1T1 F

imv iklTwOA

some more.
Few, if any, would be able to show
their heels to Harry Bay, of Cleve
land, if he were in shape. The
contingent will likely take i
ticket on Hans Ixbert, and still
others are far from being in the snail
class.
In the "fungo hitting" contest
pitchers will undoubtedly rule favor
ite. This is hitting balls to the outfield in practice and hurlers are more
adept .because of constant practice,
The long distance throwing event will
be a decided feature If the few real
ly star outfielders are among the
present. Joe Birmingham, of Cleve
land; Artie Hofman, of the Cubs, and
Topsy Hartsel, of the Athletics, have
great "whips." Geo. Paskert, the
Reds' Atlantic recruit. Is said to be
a wonderful heaver, and might give
a splendid account of himself.
'Messrs. Kline, Sullivan and "Nig'
Clarke are considered top notchers
when it comes to pegging from the
plate to second, but it is by no means
certain that either would nail that
event.

DENTISTS
1U. J. E. KRAFT

On-clnna-

MEXICAN CENTRAL TO BUILD
TO MATAMORAS AT ONCE
City of Mexico, Mexico, August 20
line which the Mexl
The "cut-off- "
can Central is building to give this
city direct connection with the port
of Tamplco is to be extended to the
border of the United States. It Is of
flcially announced that engineers are
In the field to survey the route be
tween Tamplco and Matamoras. The
proposed route will connect with the
The instrument invented by Stan St. Louis Brownsville and Mexico by
nard enables a navigator to tell the means of an international bridge,
position of his ship within 200 yards which will be built Jointly by the two
of its location in a minute.
railroads across the Rio Grande.
The construction of the road will
begin as soon as the survey is com
pleted,
and it Is to be finished in two
RAILROAD NOTES
years. This road will shorten the dls.
tance by rail between this city and
the border more than 200 miles.
KANSAS DELAYS
Agent D. L. P,atchelor, at Las Ve
TWO CENT RATE ACTION gas, was relieved yesterday by A. V
Topeka. Kan.. Eugust 20. Th Metkleliihn and left on No. 2 on
state board of railroad commissioners six months' leave of absence for Sa- has- decided not to enforce a flat 2
lina, Kan.
cent passenger fare In Kansas thl
Fleming of the Const
year although It has the power to do
Engineer
o.
O. W. Grattan, attorney tor the lines, has been transferred to Las
He will work on the third disboard, advised 1U members to await
the action of the courts in adjoining trict.
states where the
rate has al
Engineer G. Flshburn, of La Veready been contested.
gas, has taken a thirty days' lay off
und left with his family for a trip
SAFETY APPLIANCE
east.
LAW VIOLATION: CHARGED.
Rrakeman H. J. Pink of the third
Beaumont. Tex., Aug. 20. At the
request of the Interstate commerce district, has taken the examination
commission the United States dlstric and has bvrn promoted to conductor.
attorney has filed suit against the
Foreman Patterson of
Kansas City Southern Railway com- La.sRoundhouse
Vegas, hits departed for a vacapany to collect $1500 for alleged vioand New York.
Huston
to
trip
tion
lation of the safety appliance law.
In many of the cases it Is charged
of the third disWarwick
Fireman
that, on Interstate shipments, the trict
Is away from duty on account
company operated cars with hand of nickness.
Ve-gu- s.

love children, and no borne

out them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering1,
danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its pene
trating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unoleasant feelinffs, and so prepares the system for the
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
little suffering, as numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
mm
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
Book containing
bottle of druggists.
valuable information mailed free.
B
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RMfW'S

THE

ORAOnilD

REGULATOR

CO.,

e.

Atlanta. Ca.

HOIltl

Kennedy's
'
Laxative
Cough Syrup

Children Like

It

posal-bllltl-

-

al-.i-

Furniture,

800.

Office hours, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. ni,
1:30 to 5 p. m.

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
Sadie," the picnic wagon.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Phone 596.
113 John Street

Office,

,'

FANCY WORK
Mrs. M.

C

W. E.

Wilson

224 W. Gold

MAUGER

WOOL

LAWYERS

with Raube and Mauger
Of flee, lis North First SC
ALBUQUERQUE, X. M.

R, W. D. BRYAX

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Attorney at Law.

UVERT, SALE, FEED

First National Bunk Building,
Aluhquerque, X.

Pianos,

Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

Appointments made by mall.
306 West Central Ave.
Thone 430.

Meiico

Organ
Horses, Wagons and other Chattel
also on SALARIES AND WAR!
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $H
and as high as $100. Loans ar
quickly made and strictly
prlvatt
Time: One month to one year glveo
possession
Ooods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
JOSH West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICBS. '
Open Evenings.
On

Prone

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. S.

MONEY to LOAN

Malaga, N. M. .August 20. (Spec
ial.) The Pecos valley of New Mei
lco Is destined to become more fam
ous for its mineral wealth than it is
for Its apples and alfalfa.
From
Kllda on the north to Malaga on the
south the valley Is a vast bed of gyp-sitS. Totzek, George Illxby and Capt.
W. C. Held, of Itoswell, N. 21., have
just purchased a gypslte mine near
this place which is a veritable bed of
pure plaster cement and the excavation so far have run ninety per
cent pure. The bed is not rock gyp-sit- e
but is pulverized and all that
needs to be done to convert it into
cement is to heat it In a furnace and
then when it becomes cool it is a
powder which when water is added
becomes hard like rock, but is not
brittle. A nail can be pounded through
it without cracking the piece. This
company also has a mine at this
place of plaster of pari rock which
in also absolutely pure.
Arrangements are being made now
with the railroads for transportation
rates and shipping will begin from
Malaga immediately.
The town of
Malaga is being built of this material.
is
an
There
unlimited market for
cement.
At Lake wood, N. M., a mine of the
gypsite is being worked by a company
of ltosuell and Lakewood citizens, of
which K. A. Cahoon of the First National bank of Jtoswell, ia the head.
The company has been shipping for
some months to Kan Francisco and B
not able to keep up with orders.
The Acme Cement company also
has an extensive plant IS miles north
of Itoswell. It was this company
which first called the attention of
the valley to the commercial
of this product.
milej
At Ellda, N. M , sixty-fiv- e
north of ItoMwell is another plant
uhkh is employing nearly a hundred
men night ami day. The cemenl
i nk, and 'pure gypslte without
salt
in it. is a rare
uantlty. California
)'4.a limited number of mines and
Texas i has a few mines, but there
- inure eeinent material in sight In
the Pecos valley than In any other
C0ITAIH3 E0ITEY A2TO TAB
leg! n of the United Htates.
Relieve Colds by working them out of
thr'syttem through a copious and healthy
free bimple of Dr. Shoop'f
Gt a Coffee"
action of the bowels.
at our itore. If real
RslleTee Cought Vy. eleantlnj the "Htulth
coitee disturbs your Stomach, your
ot tbt Uiroat. chest Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
mucous membra
taA bronchial tube.
Dr. ghoop ha
Coffee Imitation.
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
"As pleasant to the taste
Coffee In flavor and taste, yet It has
as Maple Soger"
not a single grain of real Coffee In It.
Dr. Khoop'
Health Coffee Imitation
Is made from pure toasted grains or
Made
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
In a minute.
No tedious wait.
Ton
Ftf BACKACHE WEAK KIDNEYS Trt
U.
by
C.
surely like It.
"M
ltd Slfl will
DiWlB'i Kldoaj lie Bladder PUli-- Sui
Brlgham.
I

-

X. T. Armijo Building.

VALLEY

Vast Possibilities of That Region are Being Rapidly
Disclosed.

Highland Livery

FANCY DRY GOODS

Star Furniture Co.
New

New ai rivals of fintst Foreign Materials; handsome line In browns, the
leading shade for the coming season.
X. T. Armljo Building.

Dentist.

Household Goods

Albuquerque

I

Tritiiniccl Wat

IN THE PECOS

Irons missing. In others it Is claimed
the coupling apparatus was out of re
pair.

rirtt

Dental Surgery.
5c
Room 2 and 3. Bnmett Building,
For the Next Ten Days
Over O'Jilelly's Drug store.
At Less Than Cost to Close Oat
Appointments made by mall,
Summer Stock.
riione 711.
MISS C. P. CRANE. Mlllincrr
and
Dressmaking Parlors, 612
North Second St.
DR. C. A. ELLER

A. Montoya

MINES

1"tailor

7

FXGENE rnOYlXS, M. D.
Specialist, Eye, Enr and Tliroat.
Late, assistant to chair of diseases of
eye, ear and throat in Hospital
College of Medicine, Louisville, K).
Eves prperly tested for glasses.
Rooms 6 to 8, X. T. Armijo Building.

and

CEMENT

109 North

L. C. GIELITZ

XV.

.

the date of iballdom's debut the ques- York Giants think they have the
tion of individual supremacy in cer- crack of them all on the bases in
tain departments of the game has Geo. Browne. The New York Amer
been a matter of ppen discussion and leans opine the same of Danny Huff
,
man, Brooklyn of Billy Maloney, Dedoubt.
Fans and players everywhere have troit of Ty Cobb, and so on, and yet

SHOEMAKER

DR. C. A. FRANK

Vfc

Some of tlio players who should give a good account of themselves
in the Bowler's day tournament at Cincinnati.

P. Matteucci
AND REPAIRER

six-roo- m

m

The Leading Stationer.

rttST CLASS

geons. Over Vann's Drug Store,
riione, Office and Re., 628.

2-

I

HAWLEY

DRS. BROXSOX & BROXSOX
Homeopathic

Central

On the Corner

7, X. T. Armljo Building.

fl &

E.

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
loan Kodaks free.

and Surgeon

Physician

202

Eastman Kodaks

Dlt. R. L. irCST

V

BREAD

Physician and Surgeon

Homeopathic

CARDS

E.

XV.

31.

DOBSOX

Attorney at Law.

TRANSFER

Horses

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Don't Forget The

Office Cromwell Block,

Alubqiierque, X. M.

and

ANX

STABLES.
Mules Bought and Ex
changed.

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CTTT.
IRA M. BOND
When In need of sash, door, frames
Attorney at Law.
etc. Screen work a specialty. 40S
South First street. Telephone 403.
Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights,
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
Marks, Claims,
32 F. street, X. M. Washington, D. C,
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 00 Square Feet,
PALMETTO ROOF PAIXT
INSURANCE
Stops Leaks, Lasts Fire Years.

Thos. F. Keleher

lKKKJATlOX CONGRESS
UEJJ'Xi.VTKS APPOINTED
Santa Fe, N. M August 20. Gov
ernor Curry has appointed the fol
lowing as uelegiiles rrom New MexB. A. SLEYSTiat
ico to the fifteenth annual national
4C8 Watt Railroad Avon
Irrigation congress, which will con
on
vene at Sacramento. California,
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
September 2: t. A. Richardson, of
Public.
TOT! A ORADI
Itoswell; R. E. Twltchell. of Las Ve
gas: Charles Springer, of Cimarron
In
Dealers
Qrecerles, Provisions, Baa,
Malaoulas Martines, of Taos; Oscar Rooms 12 and II, Cromnell Block,
Grain and Fuel.
Snow, of Lad t'ruces; Solomon Luna
X.
M.
138.
Albuquerque,
Phone
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
of Los Lunas; E. V. Chaves, of Albu
and Cigars. Place your orders Is.
querque; L. Bradford Prince, of Santa. Ke; W. A. Hawkins, of Alamo-gordthis line with us.
A.
E.
WALKER
7
John U. Harper, of Zunl; W.
NORTH TH ID ST
S. Walker, of Aztec; Francis O. Tracev, of Carlsbad; O. A. Larrazolo, of
Fire Insurance.
Las Vegas; W. D. Murray, of Silver
City: and J. O. Imrden, of Albuuuer Secretary Mutual Building Association
Snow
and
Messrs. Springer,
iiue.
217 West Central Avenue.
Martinez are members of the territorial board of water commissioners,
which has charge of the territorial
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Hmsj
irrigation matters.
M. L. SC1HJTT
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL K LI EN WORT
Real IXale and Loans.
Piles get qulc-- anfl certain relief
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment Agent for the Travelers lusuntnee Mssnnln Butldlnar. North T".- .Mease note it is made alone for Comiany, Hartforti. Conn., IJfo und
The strongest
Plies, and Its action is positive and Aceldent.
conixm
THORXTOX A CO.
(lie
In
certain. Itching, painful, protruding writing accident lnsiiranee
EXPERT HOUSE CLEAXERS.
or blind piles disappear like magic by world.
121 X. 3rd St.
219 South Second Sstreet.
glan
Large nickel-cappe- d
its use.
Stove repairing, polishing and set
lars DO cents. Sold by alt dealers.
ting up a
o
We hire only
MISCELLANEOUS
the most experienced help In our
S IIOOL FOIt BLIND WILL
line.
OPEN SEPTEMBER 1.
Phone, Office 400. :: Res. 020.
Prof. S. t. (1111, superintendent of william: Wallace
the New Mexico institute for the
blind at Alamogordo, writes the folJustice. of the Pence. PnvJnct
lowing announcement:
No. 12. Nouiry Public.
"The school will open September
BORDERS,
Collections.
1st and I shall be glad if the parents
131 Vortli Ssiid SMreet.
Office
prompt
to
be
of our children will
72a North loorlh Street,
have them come to us by tint time.
UNDERTAKER.
Alubqiierque, X. M.
Please inform the people of this fact,
be.
appreciated by the
and It will
trustees and myself."
TIIOS. K. D. MADDISOX
At this season we should eat sparF. W. SPENCER
ing and properly.
We should also
help the stomach as much as pos
Notary
Iubllc.
Kodol oc- Architect.
sible by the ue of a little
easionally. Kodol for Indigestion and
Lyspepsia will rest the stomach by
Rooms 40 and 47, Harnett Building,
Or" Midi Vf. B. Childcrs,
actually digestion of the food Itself.
117 Wr.t Gold Avenue.
Sold by J. II. O Rlelly & Co.
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone 5SS.
JAP-A-LA-

C.

o;

!lJ-m-J1-

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

rx-pre- ss

(
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J. C. J.inox left Inst
night
Phoenix, Arizona.
Mm. K. W. Lewis left for In.i
last nlnht on train No. 1.
J. F. I. Why left Inst
night for
Klnnniiin, rlr.., where he hs mining
Interests.
C. K. Tuttla In taking In the sights
of the (irnnd Canyon, having none
there last night on a pleasure trip.
Mr. ami Mrs. Oreeory rnge,
of
Oallup. who are In California on a
pleasure trip, are expected home
within ton day.
M 19 Nellie r.rewrr left last night
for I'ueblo, where she will he the
guest of friend a couple of weeks,
while spending her vacation.
Lillian Huggett, of Oallnp. N. M.,
arrived In the city yesterday and assumed her duties an a member of the
faculty of the New Mexico University.
Daniel Padlllo, traveling salesman
for the firm of Lenrnard and Llnde-miinthe Square Mulo
lefl
this morning for Santa Fe on a
piano selling trip.
Ira Hugget, an employe of the
postofflce department at El Paso, Is
In (Sallup. N. M., the guest of his
f.ither, Kev. VV. S. Huggett, of the
Mi thodlst church of the Carbon City.
Mrs. C. N. Cotton has returned to
her home at Gallup from Huttle
Creek, Mich., where she ha spent
two months In a hospital.
Is
She
much Improved as a- re.ult of the
trip.
George Arnot, manager of the local
branch of Gross. Kelly & Co., returned to the city this morning from
a pleasure trip to Iong Ileach, Cal.,
where Mrs. Arnot is spending the
summer.
Judge Ira Abbott and daughter
w;ere among those who left this morning for Roswell, to attend the New
Mexico Bar association meeting. They
expected to take the Bunta Fe Central and Torrance automobile route.
I. A. Dye, the capitalist, was a passenger this morning for Domingo,
where he expected to take a buck-boar- d
nnd drive to the saw mill of
the Domingo Lumber company
In
Cochlti canyon, twenty-tw- o
miles
from Domingo.
J. f. Mactavlsh, manager for the
ll
company of
and cashier of the First National bank of Magdalena, spent yesterday In tne city and left this morning for the eastcto buy goods for his
firm. Mr. Mactavlsh expects to be absent from the territory three weeks.
Attorney A. It. McMIUen and wife
and Attorney H. H. Fergusson and
daughter. Miss Erna, left this morning over the Santa Fe Central
automobile route for
Roswell to attend the meeting of the
New Mexico Har association, which
will take place there this week. Several other Albuquerque attorneys will
leave for Roswell this evening, going
by way of El Paso.

On

Low Shoes

We want to close out Every Pa'r of our Summer Shoes
before the 1st of September In order to opn tlte fall season
with a perfectly new stock.
There are still several months of hot weather ahead of
us during wh'ch you will have to wear low shoes to keep
your feet cool and it will certainly pay you to take advantage of our reduced prices.
Reduced to

Men's Canvas Oxfords, $1.50,
Men's Vici Kid Oxfords, 2.50,
Men's Velour Calf Oxford s,3. 50,
Men's Patent Colt Oxfords, 4.09,
Women's Canvas Oxfords,
Women's Canvas Oxfords,
Women's Vici Kid Oxfords,
Women's Vici Kid Oxfords,
Women's Patent Kid Oxfords,

$1.20
2.75
3.15

$1.50, Reduced to $1.15

2.00,
2.50,
3.00,
3.50,

"

1.50
1.95

"

2.35
2.85

M

It
3

Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

f

Beeker-niackwe-

We Have the Largest Stock of

1

Fixtures Ever Seen in the Gitv

THE WAGNER
321-32-

3

HARDWARE
W. Central

M$mm
cMsSffilA

wm
Soon

GO.

Tinners

Avenue

Every
Thing

Mag-dalen-

Right-W-

otll-ce-

rs

EVER

RAILROAD

AVE

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Out Class, Clocks, Silverware.
yoar trade and guarantee a. SQUARE DRAIj.

m
m
kfej

a

We In Tlte

I

Seasonabla
Fruits and

622-2-

THEY

k

109 North First St.

Mil Kinds of Indian and Uaxlean Goods. Ybo Cbaapost
Plaoo to buy Narajo Blankats and Maxlean Drawn Work
Mall Order Carefully and Promptly rillad.

l

CAN SOME

WHILE IT IS CHEAP,

en-Jo-

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

t.50
BJ!U

AND OTHER FRVTT SCARCE.

ALL THE TIME

3tf CENTS PER POUND

MONARCH GROCERY CO.

tense Grinline

1

WATCH REPAIRING

lO

'

&

.

"

We want to sell your parents the Suit, Shoes,
nat, waisis ana unaerwear ior scnooi wnicn be- gins September 3.

IIIIIIITIITI

MEAT

fwc

M

Between Railroad and Cpppor Ave. f Tel. 7 A

MARKET

H. B. Wallenhorst, Prop.
West Gold
Phone 601

Quality

122 South Second 119 West Cold

and

f
LXXXXXXXl

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited- -

M

H
H
H

and

High Explosives

Your Patronage Is Solicited
and Courteous Treatment
Assured,
o

h
ilXXXXXi

Mowers

o
B

M

Havestes and

Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Plumbing
Hercules Powder
Mine and Mill

H

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

MOWERS

o

Best Prices Possible

$6.50.
M
M

LAWN

Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers

9

Every Thing in the
5 Meat Line First CIa$s in
w

M

HIGH GRADE
ENAMEL WARE

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

207

j

0JJIE3

8 WMETMEY CORfllPMMY g

UNION

A Pair of Patented Stilts
Will be given absolutely free with boys' merchandise amounting to $10.00. Save your sales' tickets and when you have Ten Dollars Worth of
tickets, a pair will be given to you.
N'-sSuits for boys are arriving daily, $3.50 to

W. H. HAHN & GO.

None Better

fx

KJ

j.25

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

McCormick

M

j

$2.50

TREE PRUNERS

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phone 791

FREE

t, ill!

6.00

Refrigerators. Garden Hose, Garden Tools

South
Second

& COMPANY

XXXIIXXXXTTl

Cke

ft. so

8.50
9.00

WOOD

OVUM

Done on Premises

WATER
COOLERS

ARE

Clonn On

Smithing CoaX

Opticians

::

J ewe Lea IN THE JEWELRY LINE
riNE

Anthracite Nut
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, furnace sizes

INCREASING IN VALVE STEADILY, 13 TO 20 PER CENT. AVE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
LVMBER MIXL WOOD.
WORTH OP SMALL STONES WE Green
WILL SELL AT IXWER PRTCES Factory
THAN THEY CAN BE BOVGUT AI
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
Ono Door South of Drug Stonp.

EVERY THING

COE

FOR CASH ONLY
$8.50

o-

IN QUANTITIES.

A L

Card signs, "rtooir.s Tor Rent,"
"Board," etc.. for sale tt the office o American Block per ton
Cerrlllos Lump
The Evening ClUien.

When you desire Absolut
Comfort In Properly rittod
Glasses Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
10 South Second St.

CO

o

Rn.VB.YRB

OXLY

for-

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

Our Black Cat stocking for men,
women and children outwear anything on the market.
They are a
boon to everybody who has no time.
Inclination or ability for darning; 12 'j
to 60 cents pair.
C.
May's Shoe
store, 314 West Central avenue,

To feel strong, have good appetite
y
and digestion, sleep soundly and
life, use Burdock Blood Bitters,
builder.
the great system tonlo
- " and

half

The Central
Avenue Clothier

SIMON STERN

...

Phone 51

W.TiJeras

4

our straw

for
your head get next to
our thin underwear and
Invest in some of our
cool neglige shirts and
you will have the drop
on Old Sol.

Fresh Meats
Staple and Fancy
Groceries
;

at

mer price

'Vegetables

M. F. Sherferee, rormerly manager
of the Phoenix
Mutual Insurance
compuny of Raleigh, N. C, has arIn
rived
this city and will make this
city the New Mexico headquarters of
the Continental Life Insurance and
Investment company of Salt Laki
City.
He wlU establish himself In
business here as soon ns the necessary papers are granted by th3 terriM".
torial
Insurance commission.
Sherfesee resides at 324 South Edith
street with his wife. He is to be the
New Mexico general manager for his
company.

ft

UUMt UN BUYS,

Get one of

hats

Grocery Co.

THE

Palace

When the suit goes seedy after a month's wear, and the
cotton shoddy, and poor dyes crop out, it will be too late.

Matieccci Brothers

Exclusive

Diamond

Ihey are cool, comfortable and best of all
priced, besides being all wool.

low

CHAMPION

EIS

Buy a pair of our stylish low shoes
Instead of trying to get through the
balance of the summer with your old
ones.
We are closing out our summer shoes and the prices we quote
o
are but insignificant compared with
De Witt's Little Earl risers don't the comfort
and satisfaction they
sicken or gripe. Small pills, easy to give. C. May's Shoe store, 314 West
take. Sold by J. H. O' Rlelly & Co. Central avenue.

LOHHDBI

mm

Marked Down to $7.50

Salve penetrates the pores and heals
quickly. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.

IMWWiMIWI

buying any

which we have

Witt's Carbonized Witch Hazel

De

DeWitfs Kidney and Bladder Pill
are best for bnckache and weak kidneys. Sold by J. II. O'RIelly & Co.

1

A Majective Range is conducive
to morality. No worry Light
expense Good results. A car
load of them on the way. Come in

If you contemplate

ef-

thing now come in and get one of
our mce flannel two piece suits

o

"

1

but you can temper its worst
fects.

Nclll nt Home.
Washington, D. C, August 19.
Commissioner of Labor Nelll has arrived from Chicago, where he went
In a vain effort to effect a settlement
of the telegrapners' strike. He says
he is ready to act as mediator If call
ed upon.
"

9

This Heat,

Satov

Dwyer; S. R. Stewirt,
Moriarty; E. F.
Morlarty; J. Galloway and
wife, Los Angeles; W. A. Vanderbur,
Wlnslow, Arts.; A. A. Hatcher.
El
Paso; A. M. Dettlebach, Santa Fe.
Sturges.
W. J. Johnson, El Paso; P. E. Mc- Donough. New York; D. W. Tvrell,
Bland; R. IX Lane, 8. D.; Chas.
Jones, Thoreau; E. Pierce, Chicago;
Chas. J. Lex, Oakland, Cal.; Harry
Coddlngton and wife, Gallup.
Grand Central.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McrMnro lr.
pentlne, Kan.; J. Kemp, Kansas City;
J. K. Smith, El Paso; R. W, Hunt
and wife, Kingman, Arizona.
Crnlge.
W. T. Holmes and wife. Ph oen lir.
Ariz.; C. L. Smith. Scranton. Pa.:
D. S. Trenan El P.iso A. If PlrUotta
Gallup; J. H. Reed, Las Vegas.

a,

Ml-Ho-

The

tmk

Palmer Puts Them
ill
Organize Lodge
In Albuquerque.

For four days last week, Charles
Palmer of 715 Smith Arno street, car.
among
rled a small advertisement
The Citizen's wants asking for the
address of members and persons interested in the order of the Modern
Woodmen of America, with the result
that he had received this morning
thirty-thre- e
answers.
"I want to organize a lodge here,"
said Mr. Palmer this morning. "Every
other territory and state In the United States has a lodge but New Mexico, and I am going to see If we can't
get one here. When 1 wrote the
headquarters council In Illinois about
the absence of a lodge In New Mexico, I was Informed that we were out
of the Jurisdiction down here, and
the reason why, as given by the
at headquarters, was that we
had too many native people down
here and had too much smallpox.
"Imagine my surprise when I received this information,"
continued
Mr. Palmer.
"I have lived here
nineteen months and what those Illinois people told me about New Mex
I
Ico was news.
wrote them that
they were clear off about New Mexico,
and the chief officer of the lodge has
promised to see that we get a lodge
here If a sufficient number to get a
charter can toe secured."
The Modern Woodmen of America
Is a fraternal and benevolent organization, which has a large membership all over the east, north and west,
and it will be a worthy addition to
the lodges of New Mexico.
Mr. Palmer has called a meeting of
all those Interested in organizing a
lodge in Akbuquerque for Wednesday
evening at his home, 715 South Arno
Any one interested will be
street.
welcome at this meeting.

FOR SALE Ono of the HiiPKt
combination driving nnd riding horses in New Mexico.
bred, ttlx yean old. Can be
vn until Friday at GonV
Blacksmith Shop, Copper avenue. The price Is $275. This
horse Is suitable for a physician
or anyono
ho appreciates line
iiunriu'riu,

Need

stove

Chas.

-

Call on

-

S. Hurt, Jas.
M. F. Morlarty,

n,

1.95

If in Need of Fixtures

Plumbers

CLEAR OFF

1MT.

No Dodging

C.

An-gel-

Price Reduction

$

Alvarndn.
Pan
wife.
Gould, Philadelphia;
M. R. Grubb, Chicago: O. E. Herman, Denver; H. Rothschild, New
York; E. M. Burk, Oakland. Cal.; G.
K. Angle, M. D., Silver City; C. A.
Anient, Doming.

Franrtxro;
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